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CQSS:2030 Science Synthesis Report (see Appendix A)

Community Sector Summary (see Appendix B) describes the CQ community’s broad composition and outlines key
strategies that that will ensure our communities remain sustainable for the long term.

Grazing (see Appendix C), Coal and Coal Seam Gas (see Appendix D),
and Cropping (see Appendix E) sectors. Each sector summary outlines the current situation and identifies the key strategies
that will ensure central Queensland’s industries remain sustainable into the future.
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and Engagement Report - Phase 1 (see Appendix F).
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(see Appendix E) sectors. Each sector summary outlines the current situation and identifies the key strategies that will ensure central Queensland’s
industries remain sustainable into the future.
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The Regional Snapshot (see Appendix G), gives an overview of the current condition and trends of the region’s natural assets.
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The Soils fact sheet (see Appendix H), gives an overview of the current state and trends of this regional asset.
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Cotton
Central Queensland Regional Plan

Queensland Agricultural Land Audit
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Farm Management System and BMP

“Productive agricultural land particularly cattle fattening, making it one of the
best areas in Queensland for that purpose” - Philip Homer, Banana

The Groundwater fact sheet (see Appendix I), gives an overview of the current state and trends of this regional asset.
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The Freshwater rivers and wetlands fact sheet (see Appendix J) gives an overview of the current state and trends of this regional asset.
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River Health Report Card 2010 - 2012 (see Appendix K and L) found the Fitzroy Basin to be in a fair to good
condition overall.

Fitzroy Partnership for River Health
Reef Water Quality Protection Plan

Fitzroy Basin and Capricorn-Curtis Coast.

Great Barrier Reef catchments (including the Fitzroy)
Water Resource Plan and Resource Operations Plan.

Grazing BMP, Grains BMP, Growcom’s, Farm Management System and BMP
Cotton
Reef Programme grants
Rural Water Use Efficiency Irrigation Futures Program
legacy issues of acid mine drainage at the Mount Morgan mine.

Measure

Standard (target)

Monitoring and reporting

Waterway
health

All catchments to have a waterway health grade of A or B’

Fitzroy Partnership for River Health
annual report card

Riparian and
wetland extent

Maintain vegetation cover in riparian and wetland
ecosystems

Monitoring of wetland extent for
the Great Barrier Reef catchments

Flows

Water resource plan flow objectives - Annual proportional
flow deviation (modelled estimate of change from natural
flows)

Water Resource Plan reporting

Maintain vegetation cover in wetland ecosystems

Monitoring of wetland extent for
the Great Barrier Reef catchments

Coastal wetland
extent
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The Coastal and marine ecosystems fact sheet (see Appendix M) gives an overview of the current state and trends of this regional asset.
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Fitzroy Partnership for River Health

Reef Report

Card
Great
Barrier Reef coastal zone

Great Barrier Reef Region

Great Barrier Reef Outlook Report
Climate Change Action Plan
Gladstone Healthy Harbour Partnership

Fitzroy Basin

Capricorn-Curtis Coast.

Water Resource Plan and Resource Operations Plan.

Grazing BMP, Grains BMP, Growcom’s Farm Management System and BMP
Cotton
Reef Programme grants
Rural Water Use Efficiency Irrigation Futures Program
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The Terrestrial ecosystems fact sheet (see Appendix N) gives an overview of the current state and trends of this regional asset.
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State-wide Landcover and Trees
biodiversity benefits of revegetation.
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Climate and air fact sheet (see Appendix O) gives an overview of the current state and trends of
this regional asset.
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Hourly air quality monitoring in Gladstone and other sites is reported online
The Gladstone Industry Leadership Group
assessment reports
are available online.

biodiversity benefits of tree plantings.
Climate Change Action Plan
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Appendix A

CQSS:2030
Science synthesis
Compilation of science and knowledge to
support the review of the regional NRM
Strategy 2013-2014
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Introduction
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy 2030 (CQSS) provides a guiding document for Natural
Resource Management (NRM) in central Queensland. Developed by the Fitzroy Basin Association
Incorporated (FBA) on behalf of the regional community, the plan outlines:
• the natural assets and values of the region
• the pressures on those assets (including climate change) and associated environmental, social and
economic risks
• broad strategies to address these risks.
In 2013-14, FBA has been reviewing the Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy 2004 (CQSS).
This document reports on the science synthesis process that has been used to support the strategy’s
review. Details of the review process can be found in the document CQSS:2030 Strategy review process.
Additional scientific review and advice may be sought prior to the completion of the strategy.

Science framework
The science synthesis process has been undertaken to update the strategy’s knowledge base, specifically
addressing increasing pressures (coal, infrastructure, coal seam gas and coastal development) and climate
change risks. Moving beyond a ‘snapshot in time’ approach, the process has sought to look forward at
emerging and growing issues. This is not without challenges — looking forward involves significant
uncertainty in climate change, development, and adaptation in human and natural systems.
The approach adopted seeks to bridge the established natural asset approach and contemporary systems
thinking (resilience) concepts. The science framework recognises the importance of the resource base’s
natural assets and users. These are linked via benefits and impacts that connect both system components,
against a backdrop of ongoing change and adaptation to natural and anthropogenic drivers at a range of
scales (Figure 1).

adapta on
benefits

Resource use

Natural assets

impacts

Figure 1. Science framework for the review of CQSS

In addition to the natural assets and resource users, there are ‘natural’ processes that can be exacerbated
by human impacts (vectors). Major classes of natural assets, resource users and vectors are listed in Table
1. The science synthesis processes has focussed on an asset-based structure, while strategy development
incorporates a greater focus on resource users.
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Table 1. Classes of resource users, environmental vectors and natural assets

Resource industries: agriculture, mining, fisheries
Urban, industrial, infrastructure, ports
Resource
users

Community and Traditional Owners
Environmental Services: carbon sequestration,
conservation, offsets and ecological markets
Other asset users
Drought and floods
Fire
Weeds and pests

Environmental
vectors

Changing climate
Salinity
Erosion
Soil
Groundwater

Natural
assets

Freshwater rivers and wetlands
Terrestrial ecosystems
Coastal and marine ecosystems
Climate and air

Approach
The approach taken to the science synthesis process has sought to:
• retain an asset-based approach for continuity with the previous strategy and ready translation to
spatial products
• incorporate, where practicable, elements of resilience and broader systems thinking approaches.
This has principally occurred through a clearer recognition of the complex linkages and dynamics
that operate between human activities and ecosystems at multiple scales.
• provide clear direction for resource management priorities at the regional scale, rather than a
comprehensive audit of all assets and issues.
• identify linkages between natural assets and resource users where possible.
The process adopted was designed to do this in a systematic and consistent way across the different asset
classes. The science synthesis process focussed on understanding the assets: their values and services, their
condition and trend, current and future pressures and climate change risks. The science synthesis process
articulated key attributes of the natural assets and NRM objectives, but did not directly draft strategies.
This recognises the essential contribution that resource users have to make in the development and review
of strategies — their pragmatic knowledge about how to most effectively engage their sector in adopting
better practice. Drafting strategies has also been informed by community engagement and consultation
processes, and NRM practitioner knowledge. Further consultation will be used to refine the strategy’s draft
regional objectives.
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The science synthesis process has proceeded through the following steps.
1.
Preparation
The resilience approaches of recent NRM plans from Queensland and NSW were reviewed. Team
members participated in workshop on resilience approaches (facilitated by Paul Ryan) and attended a
debrief of NSW regions’ experience of resilience-based planning. The science framework was developed
and the broad process design completed.
2.
Desktop review and compilation exercise
A comprehensive review of scientific and technical papers and reports since the last strategy review
process (2004) was completed. Excerpts, figures and models were compiled for each natural asset. At the
same time, relevant spatial information was identified, mapped and collated for easy access. A reference
library was built during this process.
3.
Engagement of expert panel
An expert panel was chosen to provide regionally specific scientific expertise. Panel members comprised
scientists and FBA staff to build capacity and share knowledge. Working in pairs, asset-based teams worked
through a series of templates that guided them through a synthesis process. This included:
• contributing to the completion of the desktop reviews
• an asset summary template that included summaries of asset attributes and values, condition and
trend
• a ‘pressure matrix’ that rated the importance of each pressure (resource use and environmental
vectors) against the asset components
• advice on measures and indicators of asset health (potential targets)
• recommended strategies to achieve those targets.
Members of the expert panel are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Members of the expert panel

Natural asset

Independent scientist

FBA theme leader

Soils

Bruce Forster and John Ross
(DNRM)

Adam Northey

Groundwater

Bruce Pearce (DSITIA) and
Daniel Alarsen (DNRM)

Piers Harper

Freshwater rivers and wetlands

John Platten (consultant)

Rachel Bryan and Tom Coughlin

Terrestrial ecosystems

Alistair Melzer (CQU)

Cassandra Bouna

Coastal and marine

Jane Waterhouse (C2O
consulting)

Shannon van Nunen

Climate and air

Bob Miles (consultant)

Shane Westley

4.
Expert panel workshop
A synthesis workshop brought the expert panel together for two days to review outputs from all themes.
5.
Finalisation of synthesis documentation
Documentation was finalised with some further clarification, drafting and review of some sections. The
final set of documentation includes:
• an evidence library
• the desktop reviews (collation of referenced extracts from reports and maps for each asset)
3

•

summary worksheets that summarise and prioritise information including asset values, trends and
benchmarks, pressures and synthesis statements.
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6.
Engagement of Stream 2 projects
Stream 2 research projects were funded by the Australian Government to support the strategy review
process. Unfortunately the timing of these projects prevented their direct contribution to the science
synthesis process. However, a key output has been the downscaled climate projections work undertaken by
BOM and CSIRO. This has been used (in draft form) to update the climate synthesis findings. This and the
outputs from other projects (as they become available in the near future) will provide a foundation for
ongoing climate adaptation planning and programs in the region.

Results
The science synthesis process achieved its objectives of a systematic collation and synthesis of
contemporary science to support the review of CQSS. In the process, large working documents have been
produced. For pragmatic reasons (the information has a limited audience and will rapidly be out of date)
only summary information will be prepared for public review. Appendixes A and B provide extracts of these
working documents to demonstrate the process used. The details presented there should be treated as
draft versions. Further iterations in different formats have subsequently been prepared as part of the draft
strategy.
Feedback from stakeholders demonstrated that the collation of contemporary information associated with
the last strategy review was highly valued by stakeholders, but that this information (and the strategy itself)
rapidly became out of date. CQSS:2030 and its supporting information will be primarily delivered to the
public via a web portal. This approach allows key information to be kept current and links to other sites and
activities provided. Facilitating open access to relevant information is a foundation principle of natural
resource management.
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Appendix A Asset summaries
Note that the following pages contain extracts of working documents. These have not been formatted or edited for general consumption. Rather they are
provided as evidence of a systematic process to collate, summarise and synthesise scientific information to support the strategy review process. The final version
of this information is included in the draft CQSS:2030 document.

Soils
VALUE
Landscape
Geology

Land Description
Categorisation

DESCRIPTION (SOILS)
Galloway (1967) describes the landform of the Fitzroy Basin (Map 2) as "a
central lowland surrounded by a highland rim".
The geological structure of the Fitzroy Basin is dominated by two major
sedimentary basins, the Bowen Basin in the north and the Surat Basin in
the south, and the New England Fold Belt in the east (Draper 1992;
Malone 1966).
Land has been categorised around the basic natural resources of the
central Queensland region. We recognise three formats: Land Systems
and Land Resource Areas, Land Zones and Grazing Land Types. All three
are based fundamentally on landform and geology, so mapping using the
different types is similar across the region.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

The foundation of the region

The foundation of the region

The foundation of the region

The foundation of the region

The foundation of the region

The foundation of the region

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (SOILS)

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

Soil Types

Soil Groundcover

A map of Australian Soil Classification (Ashton and McKenzie 2001) shows
that the soils for the area include mainly vertosols, sodosols, dermosols,
kandosols, chromosols, tenosols, rudosols and anthroposols, and smaller
areas of ferrosols, kurosols, hydrosols, podosols, and calcarosols.

The foundation of the region

Groundcover refers to organic material and consists of senescent and
green grasses, forbs, low shrubs, cryptogams and vegetation litter.
Groundcover is a contributor to soil carbon. Maximising groundcover is
the most critical issue for soil health, land condition and maximising water
infiltration.

Groundcover is critical to
retaining soil integrity.
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
The foundation for the
region and set the usability
for Agriculture in the region
• vertosols with their high
water-holding capacity are
the main soil used for rainfed cropping
• dermosols, kandosols and
tenosols with their good
drainage are used for tree
and vine crops, generally
with irrigation
• dermosols, kandosols and
tenosols with a friable,
gravel-free surface are used
for peanut cultivation
• a wide range of soils are
used for grazing, but those
with high fertility are most
suitable for cattle fattening.
Groundcover is critical to
maximising agricultural
productivity and to reducing
sedimentation and
contamination of run-off
into streams.

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (SOILS)

Salinity

Sixty-eight salinity expressions were identified, affecting an area of
approximately 2,246 hectares. More than half (38) are located in the high
rainfall areas near the coast in the Fitzroy Catchment. Predictive
modelling has been completed for the region.

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Salinity impacts include:
• degraded water quality in
aquatic habitats and rivers
• reduced growth by crops,
pastures and trees
• poor quality water for
human and stock
consumption
• deterioration of built and
transport assets and
infrastructure such as
houses, roads and rail.
Vertosols — the region’s
primary soil for agriculture
— are where the majority of
salinity expressions occur in
the region.

Acid Sulfate Soils

Soil Erosion

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

Vertosols — the region’s
primary soil for agriculture
— are where the majority of
salinity expressions occur in
the region.
One component of the
salinity stage is the time lag
between implementation of
a land use change and the
salinity response. This could
be a large emerging issue for
the region.

Development of these lands
is costly and risky. Increasing
sea inundation may reduce
the amount of available soil
to expose; however, it is
likely that with sea level rise
adjacent soils will
deteriorate.

Acid sulfate soils are soils or sediments containing sulfides (primarily
pyrite) or an acid producing layer as the result of sulfide oxidation. This
commonly occurs on tidal land and low-lying, very poorly drained coastal
land at elevations less than 5m AHD (Australian Height Datum) in the
region.

This land is not hospitable to
vegetation. Acid leaching can
contaminate water and soil.

Soil erosion occurs when soil particles are detached and transported
elsewhere. Erosion is a natural process and is non-reversible. There are
several types of erosion (rill, sheet, gully, overland, riverbank, wind). Runoff is a dominant feature of the region and consequent water erosion is a
major threat to the resource base. Hillslope erosion and hillslope scalds,
gully erosion, stream bank erosion occur throughout the region.

Water erosion is a major threat to the resource base. It is
estimated that 4 million tonnes of sediment are discharged
annually from the Fitzroy River into the Great Barrier Reef
lagoon off Keppel Bay.
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VALUE

DESCRIPTION (SOILS)

Good Quality
Agricultural Land
and Strategic
Cropping Land

Land capability and land suitability classification schemes are used in
Queensland as the basis for identifying Good Quality Agricultural Land
(GQAL). Strategic Cropping Land (SCL) is an important, finite resource that
must be conserved and managed for long-term food and fibre production
and regional growth. Currently, the state's SCL resources are subject to a
range of competing land-use activities, including agriculture, mining,
infrastructure and urban development.
Soil structure influences pasture growth by controlling the movement of
water, nutrients, air and root penetration. Surface soil structure
influences water infiltration, soil erosion (including scalding) and seedling
emergence. Sub-surface soil structure influences soil aeration, water
storage and root penetration.
Soil water is the main limiting factor for pasture growth and animal
productivity. The ability of a soil to capture and store water so it is
available for use by pasture for an extended time will depend on its
inherent characteristics (soil texture, structure) in combination with its
overall health. There is some regional mapping.
Soil pH influences nutrient supply, plant growth and the soil’s ability to
grow desirable pasture species. There is some regional mapping.
Pastures need an adequate supply of soil nutrients to make best use of
soil water, to grow quality feed for stock, and to ensure good ground
cover. Pastures grow poorly if the soil cannot supply adequate amounts of
these nutrients. While geology and soil development determine the total
amount of nutrients in soils, in the short term, the amounts of nutrients
available for growth are largely determined by the breakdown of organic
material and the subsequent release of nutrients.
Soil organisms help maintain soil fertility and health by regulating nutrient
cycling, maintaining soil structure and interacting with plants in the
ecosystem. Healthy populations of soil organisms require adequate
supplies of plant organic matter, which is their main source of food.

Soil Structure
(Local Scale)

Soil Moisture
(Local Scale)

Soil pH (Local
Scale)
Soil Nutrients
(Local Scale)

Soil Biology
(Local Scale)
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

GQAL and SCL have distinct
soil and land properties that
meet the requirement for
agricultural crops.

Identifying and preserving
these lands for sustainable
production of food is
important.

N/A

Critical to maintain in
productive lands
More important in cropping
than grazing.

N/A

Critical to maintain in
productive lands

Can impact natural
vegetation

Critical to maintain in
productive lands

N/A

Critical to maintain in
productive lands

N/A

Critical to maintain in
productive lands

VALUE
Soil
Contamination
(Local Scale)
Soil Carbon

DESCRIPTION (SOILS)
Contamination of soil is a significant issue due to the large amount of
heavy industry mainly on the coast. Also mining can leave significant
contamination scars on the landscape as well as inversion or burial of soil
profiles..
Soil carbon is the carbon stored within soil. Soil carbon is important for
understanding soil health. Soil carbon is a balance between inputs (such
as plant shoots, roots and leaves) and outputs (such as decomposition
and conversion into carbon dioxide). The amount of soil carbon is
determined by soil characteristics, climate and management practices.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

Can impact natural values

Can impact human use

Unknown

Unknown

Groundwater
VALUE

DESCRIPTION (GROUNDWATER)

Groundwater
Systems

The geological formations underlying the Fitzroy River surface water
basin are dominated by two major sedimentary basins: the Bowen
Basin in the north and the Surat Basin in the south. Other geological
structures include the Drummond Basin in the west and the New
England Fold Belt in the east. Within these geological structures, as
well as overlying alluvial and tertiary systems, groundwater can be
present.

Groundwater
Flow
Groundwater flow generally follows topography in local systems;
however, can follow the direction of structural dip of deeper systems.

Groundwater
Recharge

GroundwaterDependent
Biodiversity

Recharge can occur through direct infiltration of rainfall or through
recharge through stream systems. Direct recharge is generally low for
most of the region. Major rainfall events recharge alluvium and
tertiary layers through stream systems.
Groundwater can typically support Groundwater-Dependent
Ecosystems (GDEs) such as wetlands, riverine environments and
dependent vegetation.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

N/A

In areas where groundwater is
of reasonable quality and
quantity, it is used for varied
uses such as stock watering,
agriculture and mining and
industrial uses.

The flow of groundwater is
particularly important to
natural resources where it
relates to discharge. Disruption
to flow lines can disconnect
interaction with GroundwaterDependent Ecosystems.
Balance of recharge to
groundwater systems versus
run-off to surface water
systems.

Supports natural environment

The disruption of flow, primarily
due to extraction, can cause
drawdown effects on other
users.
Balance of recharge to
groundwater systems versus
run-off to surface water
systems.
Wetlands and streams with
base flow can provide water
sources for human use;
however, overall it would be
minimal and localised in its
benefit.

VALUE
Groundwater
Water Quality

Water Resource
Extraction

DESCRIPTION (GROUNDWATER)

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

Water quality naturally varies between different aquifers from good
quality to brackish and salty water in some deeper systems. Natural
water quality is dependent on the environment in which the stratum
was formed, the mineral composition of the host rock, as well as the
extent of recharge (link to fresher quality).

The functioning of natural
resources is dependent on
water quality. Decrease in
quality can be adverse to
certain species.

The larger projects such as mining developments and the growing
coal seam gas industry are predominantly located in the Bowen
Basin. There are also clusters of agricultural development in some
areas, usually associated with alluvial systems.

Salinity

Land clearing over the catchment can cause rising water tables.

Ecosystem
Services

Sub-surface systems provide functions such as filtering,
decontamination, re-mineralisation and cycling of nutrient functions.
Vegetation also has a role in maintaining ecosystem services.
12

Extraction of groundwater can
cause drawdowns in water
levels. These drawdowns can
alter movement of water to
Groundwater-Dependent
Ecosystems.
Salinity impacts include:
• degraded water quality in
aquatic habitats and rivers
• reduced growth by crops,
pastures and trees
• poor quality water for human
and stock consumption
• deterioration of built and
transport assets and
infrastructure such as houses,
roads and rail.
Vertosols — the region’s
primary soil for agriculture —
are where the majority of
salinity expressions occur in the
region.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Industry, agriculture, domestic
and stock watering supplies all
depend on a level of quality.
The quality required for each
industry can vary; however,
decrease in quality can make
water unusable for some
purposes.
The extraction of groundwater
can cause drawdown in
groundwater levels. Depending
on the extent, this can decrease
the available supply.
Vertosols — the region’s
primary soil for agriculture —
are where the majority of
salinity expressions occur in the
region.
One component of the salinity
stage is the time lag between
implementation of a land use
change and the salinity
response. This could be a large
emerging issue for the region.

Provides for potential bio-degradation of organic contaminants
and decrease in nitrates

Freshwater rivers and wetlands
VALUE

DESCRIPTION (FRESHWATER RIVERS & WETLANDS)

Overview

The Fitzroy is the largest east coast catchment in Australia with
highly variable flow and extensive areas of ephemeral streams.
Rainfall is highly seasonal with most major flows from January to
March. Wetlands are found on floodplains and as perched lakes in
the upper catchments.
There are nine major catchments/sub-catchments in the strategy’s
area, all except the Calliope, Curtis Island and several small coastal
catchments (Shoalwater and Water Park Creek) have been modified
by dams and/or weirs.
The strategy’s area has extensive palustrine and lacustrine wetland
systems. In the Fitzroy Basin 6,539 wetlands have been mapped and
there are additional wetlands in the Boyne, Calliope and Curtis
Island catchments. A number of these once natural wetlands have
been modified by land use. There are also a number of constructed
wetlands such as farm dams.
A variety of habitat types are required to support local aquatic
plants and animals.
Shallow flowing water/shallow pools are often highly oxygenated
and critical to many species.
Deep riverine pools provide refuge in low flow and drought periods.

Catchments and
Wetlands

Habitat
Availability

Palustrine and lacustrine wetlands are used by several species
requiring water with slow flows. To function correctly they need to
be connected to streams periodically.
Streamside (riparian) vegetated habitat provides bank stability, a
food source for aquatic animals and is important in the life cycles of
many aquatic insects.

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

Very significant in the supply of
drinking water, stock water and
irrigation waters
Very significant

Very significant in the supply of
drinking water, stock water and
irrigation waters

Very significant

Utilised as significant water
source for agriculture

Very significant

Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species
Significant for stock watering

Very significant
Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Sand and gravel banks provide nesting sites and locations for reptiles Very significant
13

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

Very significant in the supply of
drinking water, stock water and
irrigation waters
Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species
Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

N/A

VALUE

Habitat
Connectivity

Significant Fauna
and Flora

Wetlands
Water Resources

DESCRIPTION (FRESHWATER RIVERS & WETLANDS)
to warm themselves.
Current regional data sets on habitat condition are lacking (earlier
habitat assessments in State of Rivers 1995-2005, Coastal
Cooperative Research Council). Some riparian and wetland condition
assessments are planned across the Great Barrier Reef under the
Paddock to Reef Program.
Connectivity between different sections of a stream is important in
maintaining biodiversity. Some fish require access between
freshwater and estuaries to complete their breeding cycle, while
others move to particular spawning sites on a stream. Movement
between different river sections is also important to allow groups of
each species to mix during breeding. This may be compromised by
barriers such as weirs, crossings, fords etc. Changes to flow regimes
can also compromise the triggers for spawning and other migrations
as well as connectivity to wetlands.
The Fitzroy is home to two fish species and one turtle species found
nowhere else (endemic). Wetlands support a number of migratory
birds and birds of conservation importance. The Fitzroy is the
southern-most breeding site of the estuarine crocodile. Several fish
of recreational and commercial importance use freshwaters at least
as part of their life cycle. One critically endangered snail lives
associated with mound springs. Eucalyptus raveretiana (black iron
box) is a large eucalypt, listed as vulnerable, restricted to riparian
zones and like all riparian species susceptible to loss by inundation
and clearing associated with dams and weirs.
There are nationally and internationally listed significant wetlands
within the Fitzroy Basin.
There are three major dams and a number of weirs used to provide
water for a variety of uses.
There are three water resource plans developed to regulate water
use to provide water for sustainable consumptive use and the
environment.
Change in the timing and volume of flows can impact the ecology of
14

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

Very significant

Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

Very significant

Very significant in maintenance
of significant fish species

Very significant

Several fish of recreational and
commercial importance use
freshwaters at least as part of
their life cycle.

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

VALUE

Water Quality

DESCRIPTION (FRESHWATER RIVERS & WETLANDS)
streams and wetlands.
The highly seasonal and variable flows, along with erodible soils,
result in relatively high sediment loads and turbidity in most
streams.
Salinity of waters is usually low; however, there are locations where
salinity can be high, particularly in low flow periods and when
groundwater is contributing to stream flows.
Seasonal blue-green algal blooms can cause water quality problems,
particularly in dams and weirs.
Nutrient levels can be high and associated with some riparian land
uses.
Elevated dissolved metal levels and low pH can be found associated
with some riparian land uses.
Local water quality guidelines have been developed for the Fitzroy
Basin.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Very significant

Terrestrial ecosystems
VALUE
Bioregions

Regional
Ecosystems

DESCRIPTION
(TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS)
Bioregional composition of the strategy’s area
Brigalow 96 %, South East Queensland 1.5%, Central Queensland
Coast 2.5%
In the Fitzroy Basin NRM Region, 248 Regional Ecosystems (REs)
align to the Brigalow Belt North, 116 to the Central Queensland
Coast and 64 to the South East Queensland bioregions.
*Note that only dominant Regional Ecosystems (RE) were used in
this analysis (the greatest percentage of a combined RE); the large
number of dominant/sub-dominant RE combinations would have
made the data very complicated.
Biodiversity (BD) Status
Dominant REs BD stat="Endangered" Number 110; Area 414,398.8ha
Dominant REs BD stat="Least Concern" Number 160; Area
4,994,230.6ha
Dominant REs BD stat="Of Concern" Number 158; Area
1,331,517.5ha
_____________________________________
Vegetation Management (VM) Class
Dominant REs VM class="Endangered": 60 Area: 326,108.7ha
Dominant REs VM class="Least Concern": 208 Area: 5,430,197.7ha
Dominant REs VM class="Of Concern": 160 Area: 983,840.6ha
For more information about the above classifications please visit
www.qld.gov.au/environment/plantsanimals/plants/ecosystems/biodiversity-status/
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOUCES
Very significant

Very significant
A few REs support high levels of
endemism and species of
conservation significance.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Very significant — bioregions
define agricultural and living
environment for human activity.
REs provide ecosystem services.

VALUE
Flora and Fauna
Diversity

DESCRIPTION
(TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS)
See WildNet data (DSITIA) for numbers of species (flora and fauna).
A number of species are at their distribution limits in the catchment
area. Some are endemic to the region.

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOUCES
Very significant

Habitat
Condition

Land under conservation tenure provides the core refugia for
species in the region, although most available habitat exists outside
of protected areas, and in retained assets (e.g. remnant vegetation)
in agribusiness, mining, industrial and peri-urban land. This is best
assessed in terms of mapped remnant vegetation and high value
regrowth.
Most habitats are fragmented due to land use. Condition within
fragments and remnants is determined by on-ground management
and environmental effects, but is generally poor.
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High cultural significance
Biodiversity has an important
role in maintaining soil fertility,
nutrient cycling, and other
ecosystem services.

There is a high degree in variability of species richness in subcatchments, depending on land use history.

Habitat
Availability

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE

Very significant

Very significant

Historically important in
development of human
solutions
Habitat availability is the
foundation of the above values.

Habitat availability is the
foundation of the above values.

VALUE
Habitat
Connectivity

Species
Adaptability

Significant Fauna

DESCRIPTION
(TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS)
Connectivity of habitats is poor at the local level. Opportunities
remain to maintain or restore connectivity at the regional level.
Key regional corridors, identified at the 2013 'Brigalow Belt Strategic
Offsets Corridors Workshop’ include:
-Great Dividing Range, both north and south
-Kroombit and Connors ranges
-Carnarvon to Kroombit link east to west
-Blackdown to Taunton to Fitzroy
-Coastal plains from St Lawrence and west to Clark and Connors
ranges
-Shoalwater Bay to Junee Tableland, including Torilla Plains
-Shoalwater to Nebo/Connors Range
-Kroombit to Burnett
-Taroom Wetlands to Carnarvon
-Castlevale Hub
Fitzroy Delta (Directory of Important Wetlands)
-many opportunities at the local scale
Different species are resilient at different levels to change. Each
species will respond differently and at different rates to impacts and
environmental pressures. For example, a species that exists only on
top of a mountain range would have very low resilience as there are
no further habitats to move to. Consequently, climate change effects
will be difficult to manage and require considerable investigation.
Species lists need to be updated. Significant fauna includes species
under threat as well as iconic species such as koalas, echidnas,
platypus, and those of economic benefit through providing key
ecosystem services and attracting tourism).
The Brigalow Belt and South East Queensland bioregions have 1213% of their vertebrate animal species threatened, that is in the
order of 101-120 threatened species in each region — the highest in
Queensland. There are 45 priority species in the region. There are
15 well-known species with high conservation status.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOUCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE

Very significant

Likely very significant (high
uncertainty)

Very significant

Iconic species are of cultural
significance and contribute to
tourism. Economic benefits are
derived from some species e.g.
kangaroos.

Habitat availability is the
foundation of the above values.

VALUE
Significant Flora

DESCRIPTION
(TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS)
Species list needs to be updated. Significant flora includes species
under threat as well as iconic species such as the Byfield fern, and of
economic benefit such as cycads, forest species and native species
with potential horticultural significance.
There are 12 iconic and threatened species and 36 species on the
Priority Species list.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOUCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Iconic species are of cultural
significance, including
Indigenous interests, and
contribute to tourism. Economic
benefits are derived from some
species e.g. cycads.

VALUE
Significant
Ecosystems

DESCRIPTION
(TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS)
Iconic ecosystems in the region are Brigalow, Serpentine, Semievergreen vine thicket and Natural grasslands of the Central
Highlands.
Assemblages of ecosystems that support significant species such as
fruit pigeons and flying foxes should be considered significant
ecosystems.
All rainforest types should be considered significant ecosystems (not
only Semi-evergreen vine thicket).
Biodiversity (BD) Status
Dominant REs BD stat="Endangered" Number 110; Area 414,398.8ha
Dominant REs BD stat="Least Concern" Number 160; Area
4,994,230.6ha
Dominant REs BD stat="Of Concern" Number 158; Area
1,331,517.5ha
_____________________________________
Vegetation Management (VM) Class
Dominant REs VM class="Endangered" Number 60; Area
326,108.7ha
Dominant REs VM class ="Least Concern" Number 208; Area
5,430,197.7ha
Dominant REs VM class ="Of Concern" Number 160; Area
983,840.6ha
For more information about the above classifications please visit
www.qld.gov.au/environment/plantsanimals/plants/ecosystems/biodiversity-status/
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOUCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Iconic ecosystems are important
for recreation, tourism and
cultural purposes. Some provide
the basis for economic returns
as well as providing ecosystem
services. They also support key
flora and fauna.

Coastal and marine
VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Coastal and
Marine Systems

The region has diverse coastal and marine ecosystems with high social
and ecological value. It includes coastal wetlands and floodplains,
estuaries, mangroves, fish habitat, coastal dunes, coral reefs, seagrass
meadows, island communities. Coastal and marine systems are under
increasing threat from declining water quality, coastal development
and changing climate and are generally in declining condition.
The region is characterised by several large and shallow bays and large
tidal cycles. The estuarine environment is relatively large and highly
dynamic. The area has had some of the most significant coral
bleaching events due to elevated sea temperatures. Ocean
acidification is likely to be an increasing threat to coral reefs in the
region.
Expanding coastal development and changes in coastal erosion rates
associated with a changing climate are likely to place increasing
pressure on the coastline. In cases where tidal/hydrological regimes
will change rapidly there is a risk that the change from a freshwater
species dominated to brackish/marine dominated species may lead to
significant destabilisation of ecosystem services. Significant
perturbation events during this transition may lead to significant
changes to topography/bathymetry of systems and the type of
systems they can support long-term.
Acid sulfate soils pose a threat to coastal and marine ecosystems when
exposed and not managed appropriately. Detailed mapping of acid
sulfate soils in the region has been completed.

Ocean Systems

Weather and
Coastal Erosion

Acid Sulfate
Soils
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant

High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant

High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant in coastal
environments.

High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Biodiversity:
Overall Habitat

A diversity of high value coastal and marine habitats exist in the
region. Habitat types include coral reefs, seagrass meadows, coastal
wetlands, estuaries, coastal dunes, floodplains, coral cays and islands.
These provide habitat for a wide range of fish, marine mammals,
reptiles, water birds, macroalgae and others. Habitats are generally
under increasing threat from degraded water quality, extreme
weather events, expanding coastal development and infrastructure
and increasing sea surface temperature. Regionally specific
information on some species was difficult to source.
Coastal ecosystems provide an important link between terrestrial and
marine ecosystems. GBRMPA has generated maps of connectivity of
hydrological and ecosystem function which show significant
modification of habitat connectivity in the region.
The health and resilience of fish assemblages in central Queensland is
average. In areas that receive waters from highly modified catchments
(or regular dredging) fish health is most likely impacted from a decline
in water quality leading to increases in disease and stress. Many high
value commercial fish species exist in the region. For commercial
marine fish species, reef-wide figures indicate that target species are
sustainably fished although regional data has not been accessed. Fish
barriers in coastal areas pose significant threats to habitat connectivity
and fish life cycles.
The island groups in the region (particularly Peak, Wild Duck, Curtis)
and the islands and cays of the Capricorn-Bunker group (e.g. Heron
and Lady Musgrave islands) provide important nesting sites for
loggerhead, green, hawkesbill and flatback turtles. Populations are
under threat from large-scale flood events (particularly 2011) and loss
of seagrass meadows as a major food source, and issues associated
with coastal and port development including increased lighting, boat
strike, marine debris and noise. Crocodiles also inhabit the region and
habitat loss is most likely the greatest threat to their health.

Biodiversity:
Habitat
Connectivity
and Condition
Biodiversity:
Fish

Biodiversity:
Reptiles
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant

High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant

High social and economic value
for local and regional
communities

Very significant

N/A

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Biodiversity:
Mammals

Three species of inshore dolphins inhabit the Fitzroy estuary: two are
listed as 'near threatened' under Qld legislation. Genetically unique
populations inhabit areas of increasing port activity — particularly the
Fitzroy estuary and delta area. These species are under increasing
threat from noise, loss of habitat and potential bioaccumulation of
contaminants. Dugongs inhabit the region but are generally sparsely
distributed and threatened by loss of seagrass meadows caused by
terrestrial run-off and dredging activities, boat strike and noise, and
potential bioaccumulation of contaminants. Whales also transit the
area in August to October and populations are increasing. There is
evidence that changing sea surface temperatures are influencing
foraging behaviours and reproductive success of marine mammals.
Wetlands of the delta and floodplain systems support a wide diversity
of coastal and migratory birds. Important populations of migratory
seabirds also inhabit the islands and sand cays, particularly in the
Capricorn-Bunker group. Major threats are habitat loss and warming
climates, which are likely to affect breeding and feeding patterns, and
for seabirds, possibly access to food sources. Large declines in
populations of some species have been recorded in recent years.
Islands support a wide diversity of invertebrate populations, and
benthic invertebrates are important species in the marine food chain.
These species are highly sensitive to increasing sea temperatures. Loss
of these species will have consequences for reef structure, nutrient
cycling and biofiltration of sediments and nutrients.
Increased nutrient inputs can affect the presence and growth of
macroalgae and shift the balance in coral reef communities.

Biodiversity:
Water Birds

Biodiversity:
Fauna
Invertebrates

Biodiversity:
Flora
Macroalgae
Biodiversity:
Marine
Microbes

Marine microbes are a fundamental part to ecosystem function and a
critical component to food webs. Disease events are reported to be
increasing and have been linked to warmer sea temperatures.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
N/A

Very significant

N/A

Significant

N/A

Significant

N/A

Significant

N/A

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Ecosystems:
Coastal
Terrestrial

Beach scrub: Patches occur on Balaclava Island and more widely on
Curtis Island. This vegetation type is threatened by coastal
development, pests, weeds. Other vegetation types are covered in
terrestrial assets.
Important mosaic of coastal and estuarine wetlands exist in the region, Very significant
many within the delta area. Shoalwater Bay and Corio Bay are Ramsarlisted wetlands. Several nationally listed wetlands also occur in the
region. Marine wetlands incorporate reef, seagrass and pelagic
communities. These assets are under increasing threat from pests and
weeds, terrestrial run-off, catchment and hydrological modification,
increased frequency of extreme weather events and increasing
temperatures.
At least 13 species of mangroves occur throughout the lower reaches Very significant
of the estuary and along minor tidal creeks and provide important
refuge and feeding grounds for marine fauna. Saltmarsh wetlands are
found on the landward side of mangroves, and may be bare (salt flats)
because of high salinity, or vegetated. The Fitzroy River Delta,
including Balaclava Island, is dominated by saltmarshes, with fringing
mangrove communities. Mangroves and saltmarshes will be affected
by sea level rise, reduced rainfall, increasing temperature, and changes
to ocean circulation in the medium to longer term.
The region’s pelagic environments are diverse and organisms interact
Significant
with the physical environment. Pelagic environments will be most
affected by changes to ocean circulation, increasing sea temperature,
ocean acidification and changes in sea surface temperature and
currents, as measured by the El Nino-Southern Oscillation Index
(ENSO). Their vulnerability is moderate, particularly because of the
sensitivity of plankton to environmental changes, and the consequent
implications for the productivity of the Great Barrier Reef ecosystem.

Ecosystems:
Coastal and
Marine
Wetlands

Ecosystems:
Mangroves and
Tidal
Saltmarshes

Ecosystems:
Pelagic
Environments

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
N/A

Very significant in maintenance
of significant fish species

Very significant in maintenance
of significant fish species

Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Ecosystems:
Seagrass

The area of monitored sub-tidal seagrass and modelled deep water
(>15m) seagrass in the Fitzroy marine NRM region is estimated at
5,775 km2. The Reef Rescue Marine Monitoring Program includes
three monitoring locations in the Fitzroy Region: Shoalwater Bay,
Great Keppel Island and Gladstone Outer Harbour. Each has received
an overall rating of poor or moderate, taking into account several
indicators of seagrass health. The reproductive effort measured at the
coastal intertidal sites was reported as very poor, which is particularly
concerning. Recent losses are caused by water quality impacts —
particularly turbidity (terrestrial run-off and dredging), also recent
cyclones in localised areas.
Coastal habitats are an important interface between land and sea.
They have a critical role in the connectivity of the Great Barrier Reef
ecosystem, and provide nutrient cycling, primary production,
biofiltration, critical habitat and coastal protection. They are
moderately vulnerable to climate change, particularly sea level rise,
changes to rainfall regimes and flood events, and increases in sea
temperature. Human-induced changes to dune systems and degraded
dune vegetation can significantly limit the protection provided to
development from coastal hazards, worsen wind erosion problems
and adversely impact neighbouring landforms.

Ecosystems:
Coastline
Ecosystems
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

Significant

Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Ecosystems:
Coral Reefs

The condition of coral reefs in the Great Barrier Reef is generally
declining, with large scale reductions in coral cover measured through
long-term monitoring programs. Inshore monitoring results show a
decline in coral cover at the monitoring locations in the Fitzroy region
from around 45% in 2005 at the commencement of the program, to
around 25% in 2012. The presence of juvenile coral colonies has
remained relatively stable. Hard coral cover has also declined at a
similar rate in the same period, with strong influence of bleaching,
cyclones and storms, and freshwater inputs in this period. The overall
score for coral community for 2012 (relative to the baseline) is very
poor. Over the period 2005-2011, coral communities in this region
have been impacted by a severe coral bleaching event in 2006
(although recovery from this specific event was considered to be
relatively rapid), and a combination of floods of the Fitzroy River and
storms in both 2008 and 2010 and then major flooding in 2011. The
proximity to the Fitzroy River, differences in community composition,
and subtle differences in the directional aspect of the reefs largely
explain the variable impacts of these disturbances across the
monitored reefs. All of these threats will continue to influence the
status and health of coral reefs in the region.
The lagoon floor includes the non-reef seafloor inside the outer barrier
reef. It is a variable habitat and includes many species important for
marine health. The lagoon floor is impacted by trawling, and (closer to
the coast) dredging, disposal and re-suspension of dredge material,
land-based run-off and anchoring.

Ecosystems:
Lagoon Floor
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Significant in maintenance of
significant fish species

Very significant

Significant in the maintenance
of trawl fisheries

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Ecosystems:
Cays and Reef

There are several important island groups in the region including the
Percy Islands, Curtis Island, Keppel Islands, and the Capricorn-Bunker
group, which consists of several sand islands and cays. All of these
islands provide important habitat and feeding grounds for a range of
seabirds and terrestrial fauna. Islands and cays are particularly
sensitive to sea level rise, changes to sea surface temperatures and
currents (as measured by ENSO), increasing air temperature and
changes to rainfall patterns. Due to their isolation and frequent
remoteness, islands and cays are moderately to highly vulnerable to
climate change. Implications for the Great Barrier Reef ecosystem
include loss of critical habitat and breeding sites, particularly for
protected species, and degradation of a unique component of the
reef’s seascape.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Significant for tourism, social
and recreational values

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Water Quality

The decline of marine water quality associated with terrestrial run-off
from the adjacent catchment is a major cause of the current poor
state of many of the Great Barrier Reef’s key marine ecosystems.
Monitoring results indicate that the overall condition of water quality
in the region is moderate. As part of the Reef Rescue Marine
Monitoring Program, the most inshore location, Pelican Island had a
water quality index of very poor. The long-term means of all four
indicators (turbidity, chlorophyll, particulate phosphorus, particulate
nitrogen) exceeded the guidelines. Barren Island and Humpy Island
were rated as good and very good respectively, in line with their
increasing distance from river influence. The main sources of
sediments and particulate nutrients in the region are from grazing
lands. Point sources of pollution contribute known contaminants to
waterways and are usually from industrial processes, mining
operations and sewerage treatment plants. Trace metals have been
found in sediments analysed from the Fitzroy estuary; the main
sources of these materials are likely to be industrial and port activities.
Pesticide monitoring in the region has shown concentrations of
tebuthiuron (used for woody weed control in grazing management)
that exceed the Great Barrier Reef Water Quality Guidelines. At
smaller scales, particularly in coastal seagrass habitats and freshwater
and estuarine wetlands, pesticides can pose a high risk. Recent
extreme weather — heavy rainfall, floods and tropical cyclones —
have had severe impacts on marine water quality and reef ecosystems.
Climate change is predicted to increase the intensity of extreme
weather events.
From end of catchment monitoring data in 2010-11, the largest loads
Significant
of TSS (20Mt), Total N (35.8kt), total P (15t) and PSII herbicides (6kt)
were greatest from the Fitzroy River compared to all monitoring
locations in the GBR catchments. These loads are mainly associated
with erosion from large areas of grazing lands, fertiliser application in
dryland cropping (grains) and irrigated cropping (cotton) and pesticide
use in cropping and grazing lands.

Water Quality:
Pollution from
Contaminants
and
Eutrophication

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Very significant
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Very significant for marine
dependent social, economic and
cultural values

Very significant for marine
dependent social, economic and
cultural values

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (COASTAL & MARINE)

Water Quality:
River Plumes
etc.

Variability in rainfall and river flows is a feature of the catchment. The
Fitzroy River catchment is well known to produce major flooding after
heavy rain events. The highest recorded flood in January 1918 reached
10.11 m on the Rockhampton City flood gauge, then a 9.3 m flood in
January 1991 and the recent 9.2 m flood in December 2010/January
2011. The Fitzroy River’s flood plume extends over a wide area of
Keppel Bay and east across the Capricorn-Bunker group. Significant
coral mortality has been recorded following flood events, including the
January 1991 flood and across the reef during the 2010/11 flood. It is
predicted that there will be increased frequency of extreme weather
events in the region with a changing climate.
The overarching consensus is that key reef ecosystems are showing
declining trends in condition due to continuing poor water quality,
cumulative impacts of climate change and increasing intensity of
extreme events. This is correct for the Fitzroy region more specifically.

Coastal and
Marine Health
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Significant

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN
USE
Very significant for marine
dependent social, economic and
cultural values

Very significant

Very significant for marine
dependent social, economic and
cultural values

Climate and air
Note that the latest regional climate scenarios have been modeled by CSIRO and BOM. These will be available from October 2014 and will provide
more —recent information on climate trends and projections than the information provided below. Please refer to the climate asset information
at www.cqss2030.com.au
VALUE

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

Rainfall and
Evaporation

Modelling by the Queensland Centre for Climate Applications (QCCA)
predict that by 2030, the coastal areas of Queensland are expected to
experience a decrease in mean annual rainfall of 15%. It is expected
that the decrease could be as much as 40% by 2070.

Temperature
and Solar
Radiation

Temperatures are steadily increasing with prediction of an increase of
up to 4 to 6 degrees Celsius by 2100. Evapotranspiration rates will rise
up to 40%.

Wind

Average daily wind speeds have increased seasonally by up to 50%
near coastal communities. This trend is expected to increase with
increasing temperatures (due to atmospheric volatility).
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Many plant communities will
change in both structure and
form. The hardy, more widely
distributed species are more
likely to expand due to their
inherent adaptability and
capacity to cope with extreme
variability in climate. Such plant
species are likely to increase in
dominance.
Most plant communities and
animals will experience
increased heat stress. Reduced
frosting will have positive and
negative impacts on plant
communities.
The increase in wind will result in
increased evapotranspiration
and dust incidence throughout
the region.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
The reduction in rainfall will
result in a drier change for many
inland areas. This drying of the
environment may result in
further migration of residents to
coastal and urban regions.
Periodic water shortages can be
expected.

A range of crop species such as
cotton and grapes will decline in
productivity in extreme
temperatures and go into water
deficit, causing production to
decline. This will impact
producer viability.
Dust and drying conditions are
expected to increase. This is
already resulting in increased
rates of dust-related health
conditions such as asthma.

VALUE
Seasonality

Sea Level

Sea
Temperature
Coastal Sea
Flows

Ocean
Chemistry

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Shifting seasons of between 4 to 6 weeks are being recorded
Changing seasonality of rainfall
regionally with summer rainfall periods now occurring in late summer, will lead to changes in cropping
early spring.
regimes. Some impact on
reproductive success in some
plant and animal species can be
expected.
Sea levels have risen by up to 20cm regionally in the past 30 years in
The ingress of saltwater on the
Australia and the trend is expected to continue. Sea level rises of up to region's coastal marine plains
0.68m by 2050 and 0.9m by 2100 have been predicted for the central will alter local fresh and
Queensland region.
saltwater ecosystems and cause
some coastal salinisation. Fish
fecundity (fresh and saltwater
species and their survival will be
impacted).
Sea temperatures are rising and this trend is expected to continue.
Increases in sea temperatures
will result in increased coral
bleaching and sea algal blooms.
Coastal currents are expected to be affected, influencing warm water Upwelling of warm ocean
distribution on the Capricorn-Bunker Group and associated coral
currents may influence and
reefs.
exacerbate coral bleach
specifically in the CapricornBunker and Keppel groups.
Increased absorption of CO2 is resulting in a decline in ocean pH
Through a series of chemical
(ocean acidification).
reactions that increases the
concentration of carbonic acid,
this in turn reduces the
concentration of carbonate ions
in seawater. This process has
significant implications for
marine organisms that form
calcium carbonate
shells/structures (such as coral).
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Potential shifts in cropping
regimes and crop type, such as
shifting from sorghum
production to pulse crops.

Some loss of prime grazing lands
on the coastal margins and
impacts on coastal urban
communities is expected. The
Fitzroy River Delta is also highly
exposed to saltwater ingress.

Impact on tourism, fishing and
recreational use of the coastal
ecosystems
Increased impacts on
recreational and commercial
fishing likely, as well as coastal
tourism
Impact on coral reef ecosystems
and the commercial usage of
these zones — such as fisheries,
recreation and tourism

VALUE
Drought

Bushfires

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Regional warming has increased the intensity of recent droughts in
Droughts reduce vegetation
south-eastern Australia. In general, the term 'drought' means an acute growth and surface cover for all
water shortage caused by a serious or severe rainfall deficiency
vegetation types, leaving the
(lowest 10% of records) over a period of three months or more.
catchment highly susceptible to
the erosive effects of high
intensity wind and rainfall.
Infiltration is lower and run-off is
higher under lowered ground
cover.
Extreme fire weather has increased since the 1970s. Bushfire weather Fire is an integral component of
and fire danger is expected to increase alongside the increases in
the Australian landscape. Many
temperature and drier conditions. With a doubling of carbon dioxide
plant communities depend on
concentrations in the atmosphere, the number of days of very high
fire for reproduction or have
and extreme fire danger increases, due largely to the higher
adaptations to cope with it.
temperatures. However, the actual bushfire risk also depends on fuel
However, the increased
load, which could be less in drier conditions.
incidence of fire is likely to
change the floristic composition
and ecology of the area.
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Droughts cause a high financial
and emotional burden to the
wider business community. The
effects of some major droughts
can severely impact the
Australian economy.

In grazing, the reduced incidence
of fire has historically resulted in
woody thickening, which
negatively affects ecosystem
viability and biodiversity. It is not
known to what extent human
intervention will have on the
presence or absence of fire in
the region's ecosystems in the
future. Wild fires in southern
states have had catastrophic
effects on communities through
their loss of housing and lives.
Such wildfires follow extreme
wet periods and subsequent dry
periods. Such weather
conditions are expected to
increase in the region.

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

High Intensity
Storms

Regional areas have experienced increases in the frequency, intensity
or amount of heavy precipitation. This means that there is a trend
toward heavier rainfall events. In the future, extreme rainfall events
are likely to become more intense and frequent over many regional
areas.

Extreme
Temperatures

Heatwaves and hot days and nights have increased over most land
areas regionally. Many areas have experienced longer and more
intense heatwave conditions. As temperatures continue to increase
globally, heatwaves are expected to occur frequently and persist for
longer.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
High intensity storms will
produce high volumes of run-off
into local streams and creeks.
High rates of run-off can also
lead to a loss of water infiltration
that can be stored in the soil
profile for potential production.
High intensity rainfall events are
the main provider of run-off or
transport mechanism for
downstream impacts of soil,
nutrients and pesticides in the
landscape.
Productivity of native
communities will be affected.
Many native plant communities
will change in both structure and
form. Native birds and animals
will suffer heat stress and
increased mortality due to
extreme heat.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
A higher incidence of flooding
and a disruption to transport and
community functionality is
expected, with increased
insurance premiums in floodprone areas. Loss of livestock
and crops as well as the stripping
of top quality agricultural soils
from the alluvial plains in
particular, is expected.

The region’s liveability will be
heavily impacted if the predicted
increases are realised. The death
rate in the young, infirm and
elderly will increase during these
extreme events. Water usage
and power demands for cooling
will rise rapidly during these
events.

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

Flooding

The incidence of coastal flooding has increased since 1970. This
flooding has been exacerbated by rising sea levels. If emissions
continue to increase unabated, the region’s sea level could rise by
nearly 1 m by 2100, compared to its average level between 1986 and
2005. Flooding within the region will increase due to high intensity
rainfall events.

Cyclones

There is mounting evidence that the destructive potential of tropical
cyclones globally has increased in recent decades. For the Australian
region, there is evidence from the period 1970 to 1997 that although
there was a decrease in the number of tropical cyclones was
recorded, the number of intense cyclones increased.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
The Fitzroy River catchment has
historically produced severe
flooding following heavy rainfall.
The Fitzroy River's major
tributaries are the Dawson,
Mackenzie, Isaacs, Connors and
Nogoa rivers. These rivers rise in
the eastern coastal ranges and in
the Great Dividing Range and
join together about 100 km west
of Rockhampton. Major floods
can result from either the
Dawson or the
Connors/Mackenzie rivers.
Significant flooding in the
Rockhampton area can also
occur from heavy rain in the
local area below Riverslea.
Destructive winds and heavy
rainfall will lead to major
impacts on affected plant and
animals communities.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE
Flooding will have a major effect
on communities and their
wellbeing. Any incidence of
increased flooding will cause
economic hardship through the
loss and damage to community
infrastructure, as well as crop
and livestock losses.

Significant economic impact
through the loss of property and
infrastructure
Loss of life likely

VALUE

DESCRIPTION (CLIMATE & AIR)

Extreme Sea
Level Events

Many of the risks due to sea level rise are associated with inundation
events caused by high tides and storm surges that are amplified by
sea level rises. Such events are very sensitive to small increases in sea
level, and the probability of these events increases in a highly nonlinear as sea levels increase. These events damage human settlements
and infrastructure in low-lying coastal areas, and can lead to erosion
of sandy beaches and soft coastlines. While a sea level rise of 0.5 m —
less than the average waist height of an adult human — may not seem
like a matter for much concern, such modest levels of sea level rise
can lead to unexpectedly large increases in the frequency of extreme
high sea level events.
Many of the region’s key industries are carbon-intensive, or rely on
carbon-intensive inputs. The Fitzroy division represents over 10% of
Queensland’s CO2 emissions, mostly from a small number of large
emitters.

Atmospheric
Carbon

Air Quality

The region’s air quality is likely to be affected by increased dust haze
and periodic dust storms associated with increasing aridity and
extreme events. In addition, significant impacts on the air shed are
expected through the rapid regional expansion of heavy industry and
mining. This increase in heavy industry will result in significant
increases in the regional contribution of NOx, SOx and particulate
matter and specifically an increase in CO2 equivalents. This will also
attract global interest in the region's air pollution stream.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
Extreme sea level events will
result in saltwater ingress into
highly sensitive freshwater
coastal systems such as the
marine plains of the Broadsound
region, resulting in significant
loss of these habitats.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMAN USE

For many plants, CO2 enrichment
has the potential to increase
productivity. However, the
consequential increase in
temperature and continental
drying may negate any positive
effect.

The price on carbon as a
pollutant is expected to increase
globally and regional industries,
as disproportionate emitters, are
likely to be hard hit by any crosscompliance or penalty cost
measures. This could lead to a
change in industry structure and
form in the region.
Reduced air quality and
increased dust haze linked to
drying conditions will result in
increased chronic respiratory
disorders and demand for health
care.

There will be significant regional
contribution to greenhouse
gases. In addition, the major
impact of declining air quality
will be on human health, most
affecting those suffering from
diseases such as asthma.

Low lying coastal communities
will be affected — notable in the
Capricorn and Broadsound
regions.

Appendix B

THE CENTRAL QUEENSLAND COMMUNITY
Central Queensland is experiencing profound change in industry, land
use, community and climate. Planning allows us to capitalise on
opportunities while managing risk.
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy (CQSS:2030) draws on
the best available knowledge so we can work together to protect our
natural assets: it’s vital for our region’s continued balanced growth.
CQSS:2030 will guide natural resource management decisions by
identifying priority risks and proposing strategies for sustainable
development. The strategy aims to collate the latest information,
provide strategic direction and encourage governments, industry and
the community to work together.

Community — key facts
Central Queensland includes six major river systems running through an area of just
over 156,000 square kilometres. The catchment stretches from the Carnarvon
Ranges in the west to the river mouth in Keppel Bay, near Rockhampton.
According to the most recent figures (2013), 228,000 people live in central
Queensland. On the banks of the Fitzroy River, 83,000 people call Rockhampton
home. The industrial centre of Gladstone has a population of 58,000. The other
major population centres are Emerald and Biloela. About 10,000 residents identify

themselves as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander. A further 25,000 people are
non-resident workers — mostly employed in the mining and construction sectors.
To the north, the Basin includes Nebo and communities along the Isaac and Connors
rivers. The Nogoa River drains from the west of Emerald bounded by the Drummond
Range joining the Comet River and becoming the Mackenzie River near Comet. The
Basin extends south to land that drains into the Dawson River, extends south-west to
the Cararvon Ranges and flowing through the towns of Taroom, Theodore, Moura
and Baralaba. At the junction of the Mackenzie and Dawson rivers, the Fitzroy River
is formed, which flows through Rockhampton, and into the estuary and Great Barrier
Reef.
Mining is the largest industry, providing about 12 per cent of regional jobs. The
region has had strong growth in the mining and coal seam gas sectors in recent years.
Construction, retail, manufacturing, health and social services, and education and
training sectors also provide many jobs.
More than 3,700 agricultural businesses operate in region. Grazing is the dominant
land use (by area) and central Queensland produces 20 per cent of Queensland's
beef cattle. Other important agricultural enterprises include dryland and irrigated
cropping and horticulture.
Central Queensland is well known for its cattle, coal and agricultural industries.
People appreciate the pleasant climate, even though droughts and floods can make
life difficult. People care about their community and lifestyle. The central
Queensland community is most concerned about the impacts of mining and coal
seam gas, weeds and pests, and water quality.

Strategies for sustainability
CQSS:2030 proposes strategies to protect and maintain central Queensland’s natural
assets (Soils, Groundwater, Freshwater Rivers and Wetlands, Terrestrial Ecosystems,
Coastal and Marine, and Climate and Air).
CQSS:2030 identifies strategies that will improve the environmental impacts of key
sectors. As the dominant land uses by area, grazing and agriculture have been key
natural resource management stakeholders for a long time. New and expanding
industries such as coal seam gas, coal mines, ports and associated infrastructure are
now significant natural resource management stakeholders too. All levels of
government and the community can also contribute to a more sustainable region.

In terms of improving practices in key industries, CQSS:2030 proposes strategies
that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

protect and restore soils
improve water use efficiency
protect high value ecosystems such as wetlands and connected vegetation
remnants
maintain water quality
reduce the impact of weeds and pests
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

CQSS:2030 identifies a range of knowledge gaps. For example, a key gap is our
understanding of groundwater and the ecological systems it supports. CQSS:2030
recognises that our natural resource systems are complex and connected. We need
to better understand how these systems behave, and the role of refugia that can
harbour species in times of drought, flood or other stresses. As land use intensifies,
there is a greater need to understand and manage the cumulative impacts of all
industries in the region. More effective planning from the property to the regional
scale will help us achieve a more sustainable outcome.
Responding to climate change risks involves adapting to the changing conditions and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions directly or sequestering carbon. CQSS:2030
supports regional innovation and dissemination of practices that manage climate
risks, reduce emissions or sequester greenhouse gases. Climate adaptation planning
is one way to help communities respond positively to our changing climate.

Want to know more?
Visit www.cqss2030.com.au for the complete strategies and objectives.

Appendix C

THE GRAZING SECTOR
Central Queensland is experiencing profound change in industry, land
use, community and climate. Planning allows us to capitalise on
opportunities while managing risk.
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy (CQSS:2030) draws on
the best available knowledge so we can work together to protect our
natural assets: it’s vital for our region’s continued balanced growth.
CQSS:2030 will guide natural resource management decisions by
identifying priority risks and proposing strategies for sustainable
development. It aims to collate the latest information, provide strategic
direction and encourage governments, industry and the community to
work together.

Grazing sector — key facts
Currently, grazing is the dominant land use (by area) in the region, accounting for 13
million hectares, or 83 per cent of the land area. This reflects the substantial areas of
suitable grazing land, proximity to markets, extensive road network and service
centre support. The region’s soil types and climate allow the full range of breeding,
back-grounding, grass and grain finishing to occur, making central Queensland a
major cattle production region. There are three major export meat works in
Rockhampton and Biloela.

In 2010, there were 3,230 grazing enterprises, managing 2.7 million head of cattle.
Grazing contributes 67 per cent of the gross value of agricultural commodities in the
Fitzroy Basin ($672 million). Grazing lands have had significant increases in their
valuation over the past 15 years.
In 2010-2011, grazing employed 69 per cent of the agricultural workforce, which is
just over 3 per cent of the total regional workforce. This employment is split
between owner-managers, family members and employees.
The expanding mining and gas sectors directly compete with the grazing sector for
land and labour. The 2011 floods highlighted the reliance of the industry supply
chain on road transport. For example, Capricorn Highway closures disrupted the
supply of cattle to the two Rockhampton meat works.
Future opportunities for the development of the beef sector include:
•
•
•
•

diversifying and branding beef products
improving the management of genetics and nutrition to meet market
specifications
improving pasture productivity through managing fertility decline
expanding feedlots in the lower Fitzroy.

Strategies for grazing sustainability
CQSS:2030 proposes strategies to protect and maintain central Queensland’s natural
assets. Many strategies are relevant to more than one sector. As the dominant land
use in central Queensland, the grazing industry is a very significant contributor to the
health of our region’s natural assets (Soils, Groundwater, Freshwater Rivers and
Wetlands, Terrestrial Ecosystems, Coastal and Marine and Climate and Air).
CQSS:2030 proposes the promotion of land and water best management practices
that
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain ground cover
minimise risks of soil loss and degradation
increase soil carbon
prevent and minimise impacts of salinity
minimise soil contamination
improve soil physical, biological and chemical health
restore degraded sites and manage vulnerable soils appropriately
maintain or restore vegetation in areas of salinity risk.

These are particularly relevant to maintaining soil health and water quality that
impacts downstream waterways and the coastal and marine environments.
Matching long-term carrying capacity to land-type capability is the key to sustainable
grazing practices.

In terms of managing regional biodiversity, grazing practices can help protect,
maintain and restore rivers and wetlands, groundwater-dependent ecosystems,
terrestrial vegetation and water quality. In line with best practice, CQSS:2030
emphasises the connectivity between systems and the role of refugia that can
harbour species in times of drought, flood or other stresses. Examples include
permanent waterholes and vegetation remnants that are connected.
Responding to climate change risks involves adapting to the changing conditions and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions directly or sequestering carbon. CQSS:2030
supports regional innovation and the dissemination of practices that manage climate
risks, reduce emissions or sequester greenhouse gases.
CQSS:2030 also identifies knowledge gaps. Developing better techniques to manage
maintain groundcover and soil health, and restore degraded soils, as well as
developing better groundcover standards by land type are knowledge priorities
relevant to the grazing sector. Degraded lands have a disproportionate impact on
water quality.
Planning to support the better management of soils and groundcover, protection of
high value ecosystems and climate adaptation are also proposed in CQSS:2030.

Want to know more?
For the complete strategies and objectives, visit www.cqss2030.com.au.

Appendix D

THE COAL AND COAL SEAM GAS SECTOR
Central Queensland is experiencing profound change in industry, land
use, community and climate. Planning allows us to capitalise on
opportunities while managing risk.
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy (CQSS:2030) draws on
the best available knowledge so we can work together to protect our
natural assets: it’s vital for our region’s continued balanced growth.
CQSS:2030 will guide natural resource management decisions by
identifying priority risks and proposing strategies for sustainable
development. The strategy aims to collate the latest information,
provide strategic direction and encourage governments, industry and
the community to work together.

Coal and coal seam gas sector — key facts
Central Queensland contains substantial coal and gas reserves. The Bowen Basin
supplies most of Queensland’s hard coking coal and the overlying Surat Basin has
large thermal coal resources. Approximately 45 coal mines (both underground and
open cut) are currently operating, most in Isaac-Connors catchment around the
Moranbah/Middlemount/Blackwater area, and in the lower Dawson catchment
around Moura. The resource sector is a significant direct employer and generates
significant indirect regional employment. In recent years falling coal prices has
reduced profitability in the region, which has caused many mines to scale back
employment and a small number of mines to close.

Coal seam gas (CSG) is extracted from deep coal seams, which may involve the use of
fraccing to improve gas recovery. In the Fitzroy region, CSG development is centered
around Moranbah (In the Isaac-Connors catchment), Moura (in the lower Dawson
catchment), Wandoan/Injune and Fairview (both in the upper Dawson catchment).
Gas is transported via recently constructed pipelines to the liquified natural gas
(LNG) plants on Curtis Island for export. As a developing industry, CSG income is
rising.
Mining occupies a relatively small area of Central Queensland (0.65per cent of land
area). Both coal and CSG rely on substantial infrastructure including road, rail,
pipelines and ports. Approval processes for mines, wells and associated
infrastructure may generate requirements for significant environmental offsets.
Key issues for the coal and CSG industries include:
•
•
•
•

water management (droughts, groundwater levels, floods, disposal of waste
water)
landholder relationships
international price volatility
regulatory change.

International carbon emission reduction initiatives will also impact these sectors.

Strategies for coal and CSG sustainability
CQSS:2030 proposes strategies to protect and maintain central Queensland’s natural
assets. Many strategies are relevant to more than one sector. Coal mines and CSG
extraction play a role in the health of all of our region’s natural assets (Soils,
Groundwater, Freshwater Rivers and Wetlands, Terrestrial Ecosystems, Coastal and
Marine, and Climate and Air).
CQSS:2030 proposes the promotion of land and water management practices in the
coal and CSG industries that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain and protect good quality soils and restore degraded sites
rehabilitate mine sites to best practice standards
improve water use efficiency and water management to reduce demand,
avoid salinity risk and potential contamination of ground and surface waters
maintain water quality within guideline values in the catchments and coastal
areas
maintain air quality within guideline values
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and sequester carbon
manage climate extremes.

Coal mining and CSG industries can help regional biodiversity through improving
habitat connectivity and managing weeds and pests. In line with best practice,
CQSS:2030 emphasises the connectivity between systems and the role of refugia
that can harbour species in times of drought, flood or other stresses. Examples
include permanent waterholes and vegetation remnants that are connected.
Knowledge needs have been identified across many of these areas. Improving our
understanding and management of cumulative impacts is a common theme across
terrestrial ecosystems, groundwater, freshwater and coastal environments.
Consistent with this, CQSS:2030 identifies the need for more integrated planning
approaches to natural resource management.
The science synthesis process that contributed to the strategy’s review highlighted
knowledge gaps in relation to groundwater systems — including the identification of
groundwater-dependent ecosystems, understanding cumulative impacts, effective
monitoring systems and defining sustainable use levels.
Responding to climate change risks involves adapting to the changing conditions and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions directly or sequestering carbon. CQSS:2030
supports regional innovation and dissemination of practices that manage climate
risks, reduce emissions or sequester greenhouse gases.

Want to know more?
Visit www.cqss2030.com.au for the complete strategies and objectives.

Appendix E

THE CROPPING SECTOR
Central Queensland is experiencing profound change in industry, land
use, community and climate. Planning allows us to capitalise on
opportunities while managing risk.
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy (CQSS:2030) draws on
the best available knowledge so we can work together to protect our
natural assets: it’s vital for our region’s continued balanced growth.
CQSS:2030 will guide natural resource management decisions by
identifying priority risks and proposing strategies for sustainable
development. The strategy aims to collate the latest information,
provide strategic direction and encourage governments, industry and
the community to work together.

Cropping sector — key facts
The productive soils and rainfall of central Queensland support a significant cropping
industry. The region has a seasonal market differentiation and is well supported by
agricultural research facilities within and beyond the region. In 2010-11, over 800
growers cropped 617,000 ha (4 per cent of the region’s land area).
The bulk of this is cereals: mostly wheat, sorghum, chickpeas, and, depending on the
season, areas of barley, maize, sunflower and mung beans. The value of production
for dryland cropping will vary significantly year to year depending on rainfall and

global market prices. The total gross value of broadacre cropping in 2012-13 was
$367M.
Cotton is grown in both irrigated and dryland systems (approximately 2:1 irrigated to
dryland). In 2010-11, 95 cotton growers worked 41,000 ha. The total irrigated area in
the Fitzroy (cotton and horticulture) is 35,000 ha. Irrigated cropping is largely based
around Emerald and the Dawson-Callide water supply schemes. There are also
pockets of irrigated cropping on the Mackenzie and Fitzroy rivers. Of the irrigated
crops, cotton generates the greatest return. Irrigated arable land is generally valued
at four times the price of dryland arable land.
There are grain storage facilities at Springsure, Gindie, Emerald, Capella, Clermont,
Mt McLaren, Moura, Biloela and Dingo. There are cotton gins in Emerald, Yamala
and Moura.
Cropping faces competition for land use with mining and coal seam gas and also
urban expansion in the Central Highlands. Equally, irrigated cropping competes for
water with both industry and urban consumers.
Future opportunities in broadacre cropping include:
•
•
•

further irrigation development (depending on competing water uses) in the
Dawson Valley and lower Fitzroy catchments
provision of transport infrastructure such as cargo port facilities
development of niche markets, such as oilseed crushing.

Strategies for cropping sustainability
CQSS:2030 proposes strategies to protect and maintain central Queensland’s
natural assets. Many strategies are relevant to more than one sector.
As a significant land use in central Queensland, the dryland and irrigated
cropping activities contribute to the health of our region’s natural assets
(Soils, Groundwater, Freshwater Rivers and Wetlands, Terrestrial Ecosystems,
Coastal and Marine, and Climate and Air).
CQSS:2030 proposes the promotion of land and water best management
practices that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain ground cover
minimise risks of soil loss and degradation
increase soil carbon
prevent and minimise impacts of salinity
minimise soil contamination
improve soil physical, biological and chemical health
restore degraded sites and manage vulnerable soils appropriately
maintain or restore vegetation in areas of salinity risk.

For the protection of ground and surface waters, CQSS:2030 encourages water use
efficiency and water management practices that reduce demand, manage salinity
risk and avoid contamination. Practices that reduce sediment, nutrient and pesticide
run-off to maintain water quality will benefit freshwater and downstream coastal
and marine environments.
In terms of protecting biodiversity values, CQSS:2030 promotes practices that
protect, maintain and restore high value ecosystems such as wetlands, riparian
zones and groundwater-dependent ecosystems. In line with best practice,
CQSS:2030 emphasises the connectivity between systems and the role of refugia
that can harbour species in times of drought, flood or other stresses. Examples
include permanent waterholes and vegetation remnants that are connected.
Reducing barriers in aquatic systems improves resilience of aquatic and coastal
systems.
Responding to climate change risks involves adapting to the changing conditions
such as increased risk of flooding, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions directly or
sequestering carbon. CQSS:2030 supports regional innovation and dissemination of
practices that manage climate risks, reduce emissions or sequester greenhouse
gases.
Key knowledge gaps identified in CQSS:2030 include a better understanding of
groundwater systems, the role of refugia in terrestrial and aquatic systems, climate
trends and implications, and understanding and managing cumulative impacts,
particularly for ground and surface waters. Consistent with this, CQSS:2030 identifies
the need for more integrated planning approaches to natural resource management.

Want to know more?
Visit www.cqss2030.com.au for the complete strategies and objectives.
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Introduction
The Central Queensland Sustainability Strategy (CQSS:2030) provides a guiding document for Natural
Resource Management (NRM) in central Queensland. Developed by the Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
(FBA) on behalf of the regional community, the plan outlines:
• the region’s natural assets and values
• the pressures on those assets (including climate change) and the associated environmental,
social and economic risks
• broad strategies to address these risks.
In 2013-14 FBA has been reviewing the current Central Queensland Strategy for Sustainability -- 2004
and beyond (CQSS2). As part of the review, this Consultation and Engagement Report documents the
results of the phase 1 consultations with regional stakeholders. Details of the strategy review process
can be found in the document CQSS:2030 Plan review process. Further community engagement
activities are planned, including opportunities for organisations and individuals to provide feedback
on the draft CQSS:2030.

Engagement framework
The strategy’s review will engage institutional stakeholders and the regional community to support
and promote collaboration between community, government, industry and other stakeholders by:
1. Engaging key groups:
a. Aboriginal communities and Traditional Owner groups
b. General community
c. Rural industries
d. Other key sectors
e. Government agencies
f. Scientific and research community
g. Adjacent NRM regions
2. Developing a strategy that:
a. reflects community values and aspirations
b. links to relevant government policies, plans and programs
c. is an effective communication product
d. is relevant to key stakeholder groups.
Two substantive phases of community engagement are planned. These are tailored to three key
audiences: institutional stakeholders, resource managers, and the interested public. The engagement
framework (Table 1) adopts the International Association for Public Participation spectrum (IAP2) that
clarifies the purpose of different levels of engagement.
This document reports the current outputs of phase 1: consultation on the current strategy and
regional NRM priorities. Further details on planned phase 2 activities are available in the document
CQSS:2030 Plan review process.
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Table 1. Community engagement framework for review of CQSS2

Stakeholders
Timing
Institutional
stakeholders
(local, state and
Commonwealth
government
departments, peak
bodies, conservation
groups, Indigenous
groups such as FBEC
etc.)
Individual resource
managers (farmers,
resource companies,
fishers, Traditional
Owners etc.)

Wider CQ community
(beyond traditional
NRM stakeholders)

Phase 1:
Consultation on current strategy & NRM priorities
Jul 2013 – Jul 2014
Consult on
• experience of current strategy
• current NRM priorities
• preferred involvement in strategy review
• format/use of new strategy

Phase 2:
Consultation on draft revised strategy & implementation
Aug 2014 – Jul 2015
Consult on
• draft revised strategy
• web-based strategy delivery
• strategy implementation
Involve in
• web development

by 1-on-1 meetings (FBA lead)
by FBA Board engagement (FBA lead)

by 1-on-1 and small group meetings (FBA lead)
by formal institutional presentations (FBA lead)

Consult on
• values and aspirations
• framing of change and adaptation
• current NRM priorities

Inform on
• updated knowledge base and priorities
Consult on
• draft revised strategy
• web-based strategy delivery
• strategy implementation mechanisms

by the community questionnaire (sub-regions lead)
by conversations with community leaders (FBA lead)
by meeting with Traditional Owners (FBEC lead)

by meeting marketplaces/community roadshow and
presentations to sector groups (sub-regions lead)
by web-based feedback (FBA lead)
by meetings with Traditional Owners (FBEC lead)
Inform on
• updated knowledge base and priorities
• draft revised strategy, web-tool and implementation

Consult on
• values and aspirations
• framing of change and adaptation
by Community questionnaire (sub-regions lead)

by meeting marketplaces / community roadshow by using
FLOW Visitor Centre and other approaches (sub-regions & FBA
lead)
by web-based feedback (FBA lead)
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Methods
This section reports the methods used in five distinct consultation exercises: individual institutional
consultations, engagement of the FBA Board, the community questionnaire, conversations with
community leaders and Traditional Owner and Indigenous community engagement.

Institutional consultations
The purpose of this consultation activity was to:
• inform people that the strategy review was being undertaken
• solicit feedback on the current awareness and use of the strategy
• share ideas and seek feedback on the proposed format of the revised strategy and
stakeholder engagement processes.
A stakeholder analysis was drafted to identify and prioritise key institutional stakeholders in the
region (summarised in Appendix A). This has been progressively refined with stakeholder feedback.
FBA representatives met with individuals from key partner institutions. An outline of the strategy
review process as well as consultation questions were provided prior to the meetings. Meetings
generally took 1 to 1.5 hours and comprehensive notes were taken.

FBA Board
The FBA Board plays a key role in the review of the NRM strategy. Regular presentations and a
number of workshops have been held with the full Board. In addition, a sub-group of the Board have
met with the planning team regularly and provided a set of guiding principles as well as feedback on
particular aspects of the strategy’s review.
Consultation with the FBA Board is reported here because Board members represent a strong crosssection of the central Queensland community. They are drawn from agriculture, mining, government,
community, Traditional Owner groups, conservation, science and industry backgrounds.
The first workshop session was undertaken in February 2013 and focussed on the broader
environment for the strategy review. Several exercises were undertaken:
• a PESTLE analysis: political, economic, social and cultural, technological, legal and
environmental factors that will influence the strategy’s review
• a SWOT analysis: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the revised strategy.
Principles for the strategy review process were also discussed.
In February 2014 the FBA Board and staff participated in a climate change risk assessment workshop.
Technical information was provided by Professor Bob Miles. Board members suggested local
champions that could facilitate sector engagement with the strategy review process.
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Community questionnaire
The objectives of the community questionnaire were to:
1. hear and document community perspectives on NRM
2. capture some of the rich stories of life in the Fitzroy Basin (via photo, film and stories)
3. build staff capacity in using narrative (storytelling) approaches and technologies.
There were two broad target audiences: natural resource managers and the wider community. The
aim was to capture a diverse sample of perspectives.
A questionnaire was designed and piloted in September 2013. After testing, the refined survey was
provided to officers of the sub-regional organisations: Dawson Catchment Coordinating Association
(DCCA), Central Highlands Regional Resource Use Planning Cooperative (CHRRUP) and Fitzroy River
and Coastal Catchments (FRCC). The survey was available in a variety of formats (paper-based, online,
and mobile technologies). Survey data was collected between September 2013 to January 2014.
Answers were transcribed by staff or directly entered online. Personal details, consent and photos
were collected at the same time.
As well as basic demographic information (age, catchment, type of community) the survey asked:
1. How would you describe the area you live (to someone who is not a local)?
2. What do you value about this part of central Queensland, and why?
3. What changes have you seen? How have people responded?
4. What do you think are the biggest NRM issues, and what would you like to see happen?
These were drawn from concepts in the resilience literature.
The survey was also used to canvas potential subjects for photo, video or other NRM communications
that are being developed in conjunction with the strategy’s review.
Recurring themes were coded in the data and summarised for each question. Full answers (raw data)
to the four open-ended questions are provided in Appendix B.

Conversations with community leaders
In May and June 2014 a series of 1-on-1 semi-structured interviews were undertaken with individuals
from across from the major sectors. Individuals were chosen as ‘thought leaders’ who could provide a
strategic perspective of NRM issues for their sector (rather than their own particular business).
Nominations were sought from Board members and sub-regional organisations. Individuals from a
cross-section of major sectors were selected and approached for interview. Interviews canvassed the
state of their sector, NRM issues including climate change, how the NRM strategy could assist, and
appropriate consultation processes for that sector. Individuals from the grazing, intensive animal
industries, dryland and irrigated cropping, horticulture (inland and coastal), coal, coal seam gas,
infrastructure, tourism and fisheries were consulted. Interviews were conducted by two staff. Notes
were taken and subsequently summarised.
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Traditional Owners and Indigenous community
The Fitzroy Basin Elders Committee (FBEC) is a voluntary coalition of Aboriginal elders and Traditional
Owners. FBEC provides advice and assistance on engagement of Traditional Owners and the
Indigenous community on natural and cultural heritage issues in central Queensland.
The region’s Traditional Owners aspire to develop an Indigenous NRM and cultural heritage plan. In
September 2013 FBEC facilitated a two-day workshop to consider this and linkages to CQSS:2030. A
number of FBA staff participated in parts of the forum.
Additional meetings have been held with FBEC to discuss Traditional Owner contributions to the
strategy and consultation with the Indigenous community.

Results
The results presented here are summarised from various documentation of consultation activities.
The anonymity of contributors has been preserved. The spread of contributors is described for each
activity below, and where sector or organisational perspectives are relevant they are identified as
such.

Initial institutional consultations
Sixteen meetings were held with major delivery partners such as sub-regional groups and the three
levels of government. Feedback is summarised below.
People were familiar with the current strategy and appreciated its comprehensive summary of NRM
information and knowledge at the regional and sub-regional level. People used the strategy for its
information base, to prioritise actions and to seek and prioritise investments. The plan is recognised
but as it is 10 years old, it is consider out-of-date and is rarely used.
NRM concerns were raised about the expansion of mining and coal seam gas, co-existence with
agriculture, and land and water management in general. The uptake of improved agricultural
practices for water quality benefits through Reef-related programs was acknowledged. Climate
change was seen as a threat, but highly uncertain and a challenge for community engagement.
Offsets were widely seen as an opportunity that the revised strategy should capitalise on.
The proposed changes to the format of the NRM strategy (modular, online, strategic, adaptive,
simpler) were widely supported, as was a more flexible engagement strategy in the review process
(time-efficient, specific rather than general). Mapping and other products that could clearly articulate
regional values were seen as an opportunity to influence key regional decisions, for example land use
planning and development assessment.
The need for a better information base with better monitoring, evaluation and reporting, as well as
better assessment methods that considered systems-thinking and cumulative impacts were
mentioned by a number of representatives. Offsets were widely viewed as a valuable opportunity for
the region (albeit associated with development pressures). The need to better understand and
respond to climate change was also commonly noted.
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Comments were also made about the importance of understanding delivery roles. Steps already
underway to clarify the distinct roles of FBA and the sub-regional bodies were supported.
Understanding and strengthening links to government were also considered important.
Key challenges identified include:
• community engagement
• responding to the ‘regulatory ease’ (green tape reduction)
• climate change (communication and adaptation).

FBA Board
The FBA Board articulated a set of principles to guide the NRM strategy’s review:
1. The strategy supports and promotes collaboration between community, government,
industry and other stakeholders.
2. The strategy is developed and implemented using an adaptive management process.
3. The strategy is action-oriented, describing a collective regional vision and clear pathways to
implementation.
4. The revision process uses the best available scientific, local, traditional and cultural
knowledge.
5. The strategy development process helps to build regional capacity and capability.
6. The strategy should influence and inform policy and institutional settings.
The Board and a sub-group of the Board have provided substantial and ongoing input to the
strategy’s development including contextual understanding, strategic development, sector contacts
and engagement approaches.

Community questionnaire
Two hundred and four responses to the community questionnaire were recorded. Responses came
from across the Fitzroy Basin, with 30 per cent each from the Dawson and Fitzroy catchments. A
further 65 per cent of respondents described their type of community as ‘rural’ while 21 per cent
chose ‘country town’. One third of respondents wanted their answers to remain confidential.
Question 6 asked ‘How would you describe the area you live in (to someone who is not a local)?’
Recurring themes in the answers to this question were (listed in order of frequency):
• Specific locations
• Agriculture
• Landscape features
• Rural community
• Mining
• Diversity
• Water
• Climate
• Coastal
Answers commonly expressed a pride and affection for both the landscape and the local community.
Agricultural industries featured highly, particularly cattle grazing. The expansion of coal and coal
seam gas was frequently commented on. Climate was also mentioned—both in relation to being
warm and pleasant, but also the impact of drought.
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A sample of responses are provided below (the full set are provided in Appendix B):
Not too cold and the sun comes up every morning.
Reef and Beef
Once would've said "It is God's own country" but not when it's drought-stricken.
It is a diverse country area consisting of farming and grazing with mining and gas exploration.
A great mix of hard red rocky ridges, fertile black soil plains, beautiful river country with huge
old coolabah & gum trees. Breathtaking views from the rolling mountain ranges. Spectacular
and diverse.
Great Cattle Country.
Friendly, very country! Relaxed, easy-going. Can get hot but otherwise usual beautiful weather.
Love the Dawson River.
Dry, Rural, Hot
I live in a fabulous small coastal town that is in central Queensland on the shores of the Great
Barrier Reef.
Grazing & grain with mines all around.
I would recommend a visit so that they can see just how great the people and landscape really
is.
Question 7 asked ‘What do you value about this part of central Queensland, and why?’ Recurring
themes in the answers to this question were (listed in order of frequency):
• Social dimensions (84 per cent of responses)—particularly a sense of community and lifestyle,
but also services, the people and location
• Nature (30 per cent)—particularly the environmental assets and the coastal environment
• Productivity (32 per cent)—commonly soil types, agricultural productivity and beef
production
• Climate (20 per cent) of responses
Similar themes were expressed in answers to this question. There was a strong emphasis on the
community and lifestyle, but also on the natural and agricultural landscape, and the climate.
A sample of responses are provided below (the full set are provided in Appendix B):
It's a great lifestyle—chasing cows and trying to make a living.
Good lifestyle in a good environment. It's not like the Gold Coast or Sunshine Coast but still has
intact beach scrub, dune systems and wetlands and it doesn't have a casino.
It is where I grew up. Living on the Fitzroy—seeing it from one season to the next. The potential
to improve country. Good place to bring kids up.
The community and its people. As we live in a somewhat remote part of CQ, the community is
central to its survival.
It's in my psyche—the star & cloud formations, the feel and smell of the air, the weather events,
the eccentric boom and bust cycle, its heat and sounds, the winter winds and north-facing
warm spots, its plants and streams and creatures.
Not too cold. Together with family. Not busy. Lots to do outdoors, not inside like city kids.
I value the close-knit community and the fact that as a whole it is still very much rural
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Question 8 asked ‘What changes have you seen? How have people responded?’. Answers included a
range of responses across social, economic and environmental themes. One area dominated
responses: over 40 per cent of responses mentioned the growth of mining and coal seam gas. Other
consistent themes recorded in 7-13 per cent of answers include the following (in decreasing order of
frequency).
• Changes to the agricultural economy
• Population increases
• Social changes
• Infrastructure changes
• Economic pressures
• Climate changes
• Deterioration in natural assets
• Natural disasters
• Urbanisation
Across all answers, changes to the economy or industry were the most frequently mentioned. Some
examples are provided below, and the full set of answers is available in Appendix B.
I have lived here for 14 years, the mining & CSG industry has fluctuated and there have been
lots of economic fluctuations too. People are losing jobs in all areas and the environment has
copped a beating from development and natural disasters.
Biggest change—difficult to make a living from the same amount of area—costs go up, income
stays the same. Value of livestock largely unchanged. Trying to do more with less— learning to
become more efficient. More pressure than ever to be good stewards and there is an
expectation that landholders bear the costs.
More workers have come to town. Two grocery stores. House prices have gone up.
Sheep/cattle to broadacre cropping/irrigation/coal mining & CSG. People have altered to
survive.
Good productive land is being invaded by mining & CSG. Not a good response, livelihoods are
being ruined.
Farming changes, zero-till, less silt in creeks, less contour repair—things in community serviceswise if mining & CSG was not here. Increase in services e.g. high school in Capella from demand.
We think the next generation has adapted— source off-farm income enabling them to come
back to the land in the long run.
Question 9 asked ‘What do you think are the biggest NRM issues, and what would you like to see
happen?’ Three NRM issues dominated responses: mining and coal seam gas, weeds and pests and
water quality (mentioned in 33 per cent, 29 per cent and 26 per cent of answers respectively).
Erosion, groundwater and grazing management were mentioned by 10-20 per cent of respondents,
and other issues raised by 5-10 per cent of respondents were co-existence (between mining, gas and
agriculture), water supply, land management, climate, mine rehabilitation and ports. Many answers
did not propose responses, but of those that did education was the most frequently cited. Rules and
regulation, and weed and habitat management were also raised by nearly 8-9 per cent of responses.
Best management practices, grants and mine site rehabilitation were the next tier of response. Some
examples of answers are provided below, and the full set is available in Appendix B.
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A) quality of water maintained. B) volume of water maintained. C) Standard of road
maintained. D) Continued attention to field days so that we are all informed about current
trends and emerging situations. E) Government agreement to clear further country carefully.
Control of weeds in the National Parks. Many weeds are very prevalent in National Parks. I
would like to see them effectively targeted and removed from these areas.
Development—destruction or modification of natural systems. Beach scrubs, dune systems,
watercourses, wetlands. Pollution from plastic and other wastes. Weeds Herbicide and
pesticide runoff into the coastal areas. Coal ports. General community are disengaged from the
environment and NRM issues.
Hold on gas drilling to allow time to understand effects, especially on our waterways and
underground.
I think the biggest issue is in the psyche of the nation: a belief that human beings are designed
to exploit natural resources rather than to nurture them, accompanied by a belief that the Earth
will somehow continue to adapt to human exploitation in ways that will favour a continuation
of human expansion.
I don’t know that this country can sustain the growth projected in new mines; it is coping now
but not new ones. Impacts include: ground water, social impact can change mind set of locals
and FIFO's the whole environmental chain is affected.
Something I noticed is the reduced number of fish at spots we would always catch fish about
ten years ago. Health of the reef improved. People being more responsive to environmental
care and health.
Water quality in the Fitzroy River affecting the Delta and Bay and proposed port development in
the Delta and Bay. No port development in the area AT ALL and stronger regulation and
compliance on water quality—especially mine water discharge.
Weeds such as parkinsonia are out of control in some areas. Some producers spend a lot of time
and money trying to control it, but their efforts are wasted as more seed comes from higher up
the catchment with each flood.

Conversations with community leaders
In May and June 2014 a series of 1-on-1 semi-structured interviews with individuals from across the
major sectors was undertaken. Individuals were chosen as ‘thought leaders’ who could provide a
strategic perspective of NRM issues for their sector (rather than their own particular business).
Interviews canvassed the state of their sector, NRM issues including climate change, how the NRM
plan could assist, and appropriate consultation processes for that sector. Individuals from the grazing,
intensive animal industries, dryland and irrigated cropping, horticulture (inland and coastal), coal,
coal seam gas, infrastructure, tourism and fisheries were consulted. Notes were taken and
subsequently summarised (refer Appendix C). These have provided valuable suggestions about sector
issues and preferences, which will inform phase 2 consultation processes.
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Traditional Owners and Indigenous community
Discussions with FBEC and Traditional Owners have provided the following feedback at this stage of
plan review.
• Traditional Owners aspire to develop an Indigenous natural and cultural resource
management plan for the region.
• The strategy should be a stand-alone product (rather than incorporated within CQSS:2030).
• Traditional Owner and Indigenous interests extend across cultural heritage and all natural
resource management issues.
• Consultation with Traditional Owners and the Indigenous community will need to be
negotiated.
• There is a strong interest in the NRM strategy and the science that supports it. The FBEC
Board sees Traditional Owner engagement in the strategy’s review as important.
• Access to the proposed web-based tools may require training.
• When Traditional Owners provide knowledge to the NRM planning process, any products that
use this knowledge should be provided back to those who provided it, in appropriate format
and free of charge.
FBEC will facilitate review of cultural values components of the strategy, and facilitate Traditional
Owner engagement in drafting a forward-articulating ‘caring for Country’ values at the start of the
strategy.
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Appendix A Regional institutional stakeholder analysis
Category
FBA

Organisation
FBA Board
FBA members
FBA staff
DAFF

Relevance
Key NRM organisation

DPC
NPRSR
ATSIMA
DTMR
EWS
DLP
SITIA
DSEWPAC

Agriculture, Grains BMP, Reef
Conservation, environmental policy, planning and
regulations
Grazing BMP
Regional statutory plan, coexistence
Mines, gas, land, water, vegetation, indigenous
land, fire, leasehold land, Delbessie Agreement
Reef plan
National parks
Indigenous
Roads and infrastructure
Energy and water supply
Local governments
Science
Environment

GBRMPA

Great Barrier Reef, Reef Plan, coastal habitats

DAFF
Defence
FRCC
DCCA
CHRRUP
Rockhampton RC
Banana SC
Gladstone RC
Central Highlands RC
Isaac RC
Woorabinda ASC
CQ LGA
FBEC
QTON

Agriculture
Coastal/marine
Sub-region
Sub-region
Sub-region

EHP
SDIP
NRM
Queensland
Government

Australia Government

Sub-regions

Local government

Indigenous

Planning, development assessment, disaster
response, community engagement, infrastructure
and services

Cotton Australia
Growcom

Traditional Owners, peak regional body
Traditional Owners
Peak agricultural industries body: cotton,
horticulture, dairy, cane etc.
Cotton growers
Fruit and vegetable growers

AgForce

Graziers and broadacre dryland cropping

CCC
QCC
WWF
Greening Australia

Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation

QFF
Agriculture

Conservation
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Category

Mines & energy

Fisheries
Other
Ports

Power & water

Development &
disaster management
Tourism

Neighbouring NRM
groups

Organisation
KAFDA
CVA

Relevance
Keppel Bay conservation
Volunteering in conservation

QRC

Peak body for resources and energy companies

Santos
Xstrata
Rio Tinto
BMA
APLNG
APEA
InfoFish
CQFA
CPMG
Gladstone Ports Corporation
Fitzroy Water
Stanwell
Ergon Energy

Coal seam gas
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal seam gas
Peak body for oil and gas companies
Monitoring fish populations
Forestry
Pest management
Ports
Water supply for Rockhampton
Electricity generator
Technology and power

Gladstone Area Water Board

Water

Sunwater
RDA
Flood recovery taskforce

Water manager
Regional development

Qld Reconstruction Authority
Capricorn Enterprise
Reef Catchments
NQ Dry Tropics
DCQ
South West
QMDC
BMRG

Flood Recovery
Tourism

Boundary issues
Strategy alignment
Collaboration
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Appendix B Community questionnaire comments
Describe your area
Q6. How would you describe the area you live in (to someone who is not a local)?
A tight knit rural community west of Rockhampton—Gogango
Fertile land picturesque
Good country
Wonderful
Coastal rural, undulating pastures
A great area in which to live, great sense of community, lovely scenery, river and other waterways. Great
hotel-motel, only co-op hotel in QLD
Central highlands: large country town with very diverse economy
60km south-west of Emerald
Between Rolleston and Springsure
Live in Gladstone City. Previously on small acreage at Calliope. Work in rural land management in the
Gladstone region. Area Description, large rural/ coastal town/ city. Rural hinterland grazing and farming,
peri-urban farming and industrial centre
In town, Rockhampton/Northside
Rural community fringed by grazing and various forms of beef production enterprises.
3 hours west of Rocky in the heart of CQ
Small town lots of farming lots of coal mines expensive in CQ
Diverse economic and agricultural region. Great place to live because it’s not a city
I am still not a local after 40 years.
Beside the Milman school (the school is in the corner of my paddock), at the foot of Mt Yaamba, a few
kilometres from Alligator Creek, the Bruce Highway, the Fitzroy River, Yaamba and 1/2 hour north of
Rockhampton. It is sloping country as it drops from Mt Yaamba down to the alluvial flats of Alligator Creek
next to my place.
Very productive area with many diverse industries. A range of climates from tropical to sub-tropical. An
area which doesn't get the recognition it deserves, as it is remote from Brisbane
I live in the rural community of Gindie with a background of mining and grazing and education.
Summer rainfall dominant, mild winters. A nice place to live until mining became too dominant.
Productive agricultural land particularly cattle fattening, making it one of the best areas in QLD for that
purpose.
Wumalgi: Australia Post says it doesn't exist anymore. But it's not St Lawrence and it's not Ogmore. The
bush, although it's not really the bush, it's coastal.
I live in a fabulous small coastal town that is in central Queensland on the shores of the GBR.
Open to hills
Gemfields unique country—you have to see it to believe it
A small lovely town that's very friendly.
It’s a very pleasant place to live, as the weather is more temperate than is too hot and south is too cold.
Rural beef production
Medium to small country town in central Queensland south west of Emerald. We thrive on community
spirit and cattle and grain and more recently mining
On river flats close to a small town where most don't work, 35kms from Rocky
A small mining rural town
From the Central Highlands of QLD, predominantly grazing and farming but fast being inundated with
resource sector—coal and coal seam gas.
20 km north of Rolleston
Central highlands. Within Emerald irrigation area. Open black soil downs close to cotton farming area
Has been top cattle and cropping area. Too bad about the mining.
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A beautiful part of the state, rich and diverse in agricultural, resource and community assets.
Undulating grazing country with areas of cultivation, creek lines leading away from ranges and areas of
remnant original timber.
I would recommend a visit so that they can see just how great the people and landscape really is. Also it
could be seen as undulating costal flats with a backdrop of magnificent granite ranges. But it’s better to
see for themselves.
Quiet coastal residential, steady growth, mix of retired persons, young families and workers—mid socio
econ. Currently subject to LGA de-amalgamation process which could impact the area in a number of
critical aspects! Huge "sea-change" opportunities, from residential growth, selected industry investment
and development, infrastructure provision, improved communications, sporting, cultural (arts and music),
education and employment. With GKI and Iwasaki Projects imminent the area is primed for both business
and employment injections (for both construction and operational phases)! Sustainable strategies to
maintain growth in the short, medium and longer terms eliminating the highs and lows of boom
economies (employment, real estate etc.)!
It is a friendly rural township on a main highway
We live at Langley which is approximately half way between Clarke Creek and Middlemount in the May
Downs district. We have a mixed grazing and farming enterprise in the heart of the Brigalow Belt. Our
property has abundant natural waters including the Connors River, Isaac River and May Downs Creek. We
are in close proximity to the mining industry and with that comes the extra strain on infrastructure such as
roads from the increased traffic.
An older residential suburb near the beach.
Between Rolleston and Springsure
Highly productive country with a mix of dry land and irrigated farming as well as grazing.
On a cattle property west of Emerald
A country town with a population of 40000 Have had a population boom in the last 5 years. Family
orientated community, younger family demographic
20 km south of Dingo down the Namoi Road.
Originally from Kingston SE (South Australia growing up on a hobby farm (50 acres). Been living in
Rockhampton for four years and just bought a small property at Struck Oil.
Friendly, productive country
On a property named Neerim, located 26 km from Marlborough which is 100 km north of Rockhampton
Turn into Gogango follow Reversley Road for12 km, turn left at Ryila
Our property, Mystery Park, has big ironbark trees, green lush grass in the wet season and the creeks run
most of the year as they are spring-fed. We raise cattle and horses on our land. Mountain ranges are on
our western side and the coast is just to our east.
Dysart/Capella: Central Highlands
Indigenous community in the Rockhampton area (couldn't note this in the last question but would like it
said.) A peaceful community with lots to do. People who help clean the creek. We have a big river called
the Fitzroy that runs through our town.
Fantastic access to wetlands and different bush setting. People are happy and community-minded.
65km west of Emerald
Open forest/ flood plain
I live 50 km west of Rockhampton which is the Beef Capital of Australia
I live 60 km north of Rockhampton on a 43 hectare property that is well timbered with ironbark and other
eucalypt species. Very dry at the moment ... we need rain
Great place when it’s not in drought
Small rural town with developing potential.
Urban, real urban ... East Street Rockhampton
Mixture of coal mining and agriculture a great place to live.
CQ between Emerald and Springsure
Capella, central QLD
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Rural eastern Australia
30km south of Springsure, which is south of Emerald
Great Cattle Country
Despite new houses having been built and older ones done up Cooee Bay is keeping development at a
lower key— Nothing over 3 stories and mostly 1 or two. Cooee Bay is quiet, friendly and pleasant.
Very friendly people, great community spirit.
18 km north of Emerald
Cattle grazing, coal mining, grain and some gas exploration we are within two and half hours from
Mackay/Rockhampton
A back-wood's rural area, bang on the coast and handy to everything.
Picturesque rainforest with nature animals and plants
Good place to live— good people, healthy
I am in between Marlborough and Ogmore
Range country
Grazing & Grain with mines all around
Fairly open downs country becoming increasingly wooded.
Diverse area of Queensland
Country town with mining influences. Main primary production: cattle, cropping, mining
10 minutes out of town, peaceful and beautiful.
Small rural community: beef breeding and fattening as well as farming on flood plains
West of Emerald
"I am from Gods special place on earth". The answer depends on who you talk to—it is a grain and cattle
producing area in CQ not far from Mackay inland.
Rural ,primarily farming of grain crops, cotton, cattle production. Broad acre agriculture, mining and gas
exploration and production encroaching on viable agricultural land
Not far from Carnarvon Gorge 2 hours south of Emerald.
Between Capella and Dysart
Originally from small property xxxx Lived in Rockhampton for a while before meeting husband xxxx and
moving to xxxx where we live on a cattle property with our young family
Rural area that is close enough to all necessary services with the benefit of rural lifestyle.
Not yet an urban landscape. A beaut place to live—lifestyle. A mix of community and economic interests–
extractive primary industry, agricultural, local services, tourism
30 km SSE of Rolleston
Small country town located within 5 minutes of Rockhampton, with urban facilities. Rapidly growing area.
Rockhampton in the capital of Central Queensland influenced by tourism, cattle, and mining. It has many
attractions, the Berserker Ranges and riverbanks, Kershaw Gardens, the Botanic Gardens for birdwatchers.
Sports and Rodeos. The coastline is fantastic. The Caves, the beaches, the Keppel Islands. A fine theatre
with music, opera dance etc. Mt Morgan, sporting facilities, swimming pools. Dreamworld.
CQ Capella area—near Emerald Central Highlands
Beautiful diverse landscapes, reliable climate, quiet, & free of pollution. A safe environment to raise
children, with a small town with strong community spirit.
Friendly, very country! Relaxed, easy going. Can get hot but otherwise usual beautiful weather. Love the
Dawson River—can be the hub of social activities.
Beef, grain and coal country
Local rural area of Clarke Creek has a younger population than the state statistics show. The people are
committed to agriculture with positive and productive management results. Unfortunately, the financial
situation within the beef industry is not going to encourage the next generation in this area to take over
the family operations.
Good cattle country when it rains.
Amazing part of QLD, was taken back how dry it is in some parts. Beautiful vegetation in this part of the
county — clean lovely river.
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Rural area that supports forestry and grazing production with diverse soil/ecosystems types.
Near a little country town in the Central Highlands 4-5 hours inland from Mackay and Rockhampton
Great, this is living
Springsure-Emerald Area
Broad acre cattle property with excellent river frontage, excellent river flats rising to wooded to very
wooded hinterland.
It is a diverse country area consisting of farming and grazing with mining and gas exploration
I live 90km north of Rockhampton on the Bruce Highway. The nearest town is Marlborough, which is a 20
min drive. The closet neighbour is 10 mins away.
A very picturesque area with a lot of degradation occurring in the Fitzroy catchment areas.
From a cattle property north of Rockhampton fronting the Fitzroy River. Once would've said "It is God's
own country" but not when it's drought-stricken with polluted water coming down the river.
Taroom—200 km north of Miles/ 170 km NE of Roma
A productive agricultural region
Rural grazing mainly family businesses
The Theodore District centres on the township of Theodore established in the 1920's on the flood plain of
the Dawson as the first irrigation settlement in Queensland. It has mixed farming and pastoral industries,
with forestry and mining also exploiting its timber and coal reserves. The rich black soils of the Dawson
River flood plain support irrigated crops, notably cotton, and wheat and sorghum are rain-dependent on
cleared land beyond the flood plain. Most of the original vegetation has been cleared, and replaced with
'improved pasture' grasses and leucaena fodder trees except on very steep terrain, along streams and
some roads, with fires steadily reducing remnants as exotic grasses burn with greater intensity than native
species, and property management favours the 'tidy' parklike landscapes of rural England. The Theodore
weir and farm dams provide most of the water for urban and agricultural use, with some brackish
underground water also available. The sandstone ranges running parallel to the river grow eucalypts and
sparse grasses in thin fragile soils prone to gullying and erosion. Disturbed soils stimulate the growth of
acacia species, notably Brigalow and 'Sally Wattle", and occasional remnants of 'softwood scrub' have
survived the clearing frenzy of the post World War 2 tank and dozer onslaught, exposing highly erodible
lighter soils whose brief fertility must now be supplemented to continue the early promised productivity.
Managing regrowth and drought are constant tasks of the land holder.
20 km north of Rolleston
Dry, rural, hot
Not too cold and the sun comes up every morning.
Beautiful landscapes and interesting country and mountainous area. Good fishing in dams and creeks.
Northern part of Central Highlands
West of Emerald, east of Drummond Range
Coastal, rural, community driven.
From the best place in the world!!!
Cattle property in central Queensland
Central Queensland
Local landholder—farmer
It's in the middle of whoop-whoop. Half way between Rockhampton and Mackay, in the middle of the
bush and at the lead/headwaters of the Connors/Fitzroy Rivers.
Quiet peaceful place. Big property, cattle horses No neighbours so we can be as loud as we want and do
whatever we want Near Westwood 50 km west of Rockhampton
A great mix of hard red rocky ridges, fertile black soil plains, beautiful river country with huge old coolabah
& gum trees. Breathtaking views from the rolling mountain ranges. Spectacular and diverse.
Reef and Beef
Nice lifestyle coastal residential area which is also attractive to visitors, mainly from the CQ region.
Gemfields
Very dry when there is no rain. Too much urbanisation e.g. houses and roads
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A very diverse area
At Mystery Park our land is used for grazing beef cattle because of our lush green grasses that are mostly
natural but do have some imported grasses to help with the soil health and kill the weed Lantana. These
imported grasses include Pangola, Seca and Rhodes grass. Another reason our property is good for
grassing is because of our water supply all year round. We also have ironbark trees everywhere but they
are thicker near the creeks that run all through our property to the St Lawrence River.
A great part of Queensland
Light forest and softwood scrub
Vibrant community of land holders, businesses and people.
Rural community
Undulating, originally softwood scrub country
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Community values
Q7. What do you value about this part of central Queensland, and why?
Fishing, weather (when it rains)
Good climate
Away from the big cities, climate, diversity of terrain and ecology. Not far from the sea.
The weather—there is lots to see and do such as camping, bush walking, and enjoying nature. Everything is
so close yet far enough to be out of town. Rockhampton is a great sized centre and has lots of career
opportunities whilst still being smallish.
I love the location and being in the bush. It's a great lifestyle—chasing cows and trying to make a living.
Natural environment, the Fitzroy River Coordinating Committee! Good lifestyle in a good environment. It's
not like the Gold Coast or Sunshine Coast but still has intact beach scrub, dune systems and wetlands and it
doesn't have a casino.
Climate, people, some pristine areas of environment, wonderful frogs
Considerable percentage of people value the natural environment considerable sense of local community
Still some significant remnants of natural ecosystem habitat for maintenance of biodiversity.
The area where my grandparents on both sides had lived and other South Sea Islanders families. The place is
called "Kanaka Town" The area has had a lot of influence in relation to the Islands.
The climate, sure summer can be hot, but the winter is mild. The people are open and friendly.
Location and soil types
It is where I grew up. Living on the Fitzroy—seeing it from one season to the next. The potential to improve
country. Good place to bring kids up.
I've lived here all my life and don't know anything different. It's quiet, no one annoys you, it's not far from
everything you want. Plenty of water in the river, good country, lifestyle (although sometimes I wonder!)
Location—access to markets and all conveniences—cultural, etc. I came here to use the water and now I
can't use it due to the quality. There's no other life other than being in the bush.
The community and its people. As we live in a somewhat remote part of CQ, the community is central to its
survival. We do not have the resources of major towns such as access to good roads and
telecommunications, so we therefore have to stick together to fight for improvements to our lifestyle.
Real people, with real values and very supportive community structure. Interesting mix of tourism and
agriculture, natural resources like Carnarvon National Park.
Freedom
Love the area
Lots of parks to play in. Fishing, lots of fish , fishing on the jetty. The animals—Dugong, turtles, dolphins and
crocodiles. People always help when you're cleaning up, they join in because they know you need help and
they want clean creeks.
Close enough to Rockhampton yet far enough away to live a rural lifestyle.
Rich soils with reasonable rainfall
Safe, great place to bring up children, unique landscapes, Barrier Reef
Everything we need is readily available, no way would I live in town again, we are not too far from the
school but still have the rural lifestyle.
The people—so far relatively mine free. Great community.
Good soil, handy location to most services and ability to produce food efficiently given reasonable seasons.
Great cattle country, tick free, well developed
Great country, great scenery, great people.
Location but still central to major centres.
Relaxed, great lifestyle, good community spirit.
The natural beauty everywhere around us.
Buy productive country
The land is nice.
Because our family has made its living in this area since 1935 and it seems to be being slowly degraded.
Not too cold. Together with family. Not busy. Lots to do outdoors, not inside like city kids
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My Home.
It has many potential activities possible in the surrounding landscapes that are within a relative short
distance: River systems, Coast, Estuaries, Mountains, Semi Rainforest, Dry Rainforest, Caves, Large National
Parks etc.
My wife and I scoured Australia looking for a place to settle and raise our kids. We settled here for climate,
educational and work opportunities. And handy to everything.
It’s productive, centrally located to many markets and facilities. Has a lovely environment and climate.
Great place to bring up kids & live slower pace
Climate work opportunities and people
The people and the countryside. Why? Mainly because this is where I live! However, I spent several years
travelling all over CQ and have found the people are more forward thinking and positive the closer you get
towards the coast. Also this area seems to remain beautiful all year round. Even in the drier months/years.
Whereas I find the far western districts to seem far more desolate and nearly depressing when it is dry. Just
my opinion.
I love this part of central Queensland because of our wonderful lush green grasses in the wet season and the
flowing creeks so we can go down to the creeks and swim. On this property we also have the opportunity to
ride my horse and muster cattle.
Fresh air, wide open spaces. The animals—cattle and dogs and to a lesser extent horses. I love the freedom
of being able to drive 1/2 an hour and still be on my own place, with my own cattle.
It is central to the big cities but far enough away to be rural
The bush, the people, the cattle industry and agriculture as a whole, and the climate. Although where I live
is relative suburbia it is within a short distance of the people I love who are involved in the industry. I spent
several years in the northern pastoral industry and many people in CQ understand and live a similar lifestyle
to what I miss so much about the north. I am a similar wavelength to them.
Very productive cattle (grass) country.
Rain reliability, excellent access to the Capricorn Highway and to the huge centre of Rockhampton.
It is where my friends and family are located. I am proud of the region’s history and the fact that it is the
largest beef producing region in the world.
The people are friendly and the country is fertile
We live on the 23rd parallel. We have ample water, natural resources, lovely climate, reef out the front and
bush out the back, not too many horses in one yard.
Small community and friendships.
Clean healthy environment
Accessible to bigger towns, excellent medical facilities. Caravaners love to visit and stay a while
Diverse community. Excellent country in soil and all services are available in Emerald
Lifestyle, lots of work
The diverse activities that keep this community afloat. Still has numerous native species of plants and
animals. Also some large areas of remnant vegetation. And one of the few coastal rivers in Qld that is not
dammed and fish and other marine creatures still have the access that is essential for their survival.
The river for recreational purposes, asset to local land people.
I enjoy the bush and sense of community where I live
The people are friendly and easy going and helpful. Great place to bring up your family—the community will
'look out for you' and help if needed. I've heard great things from new people to Moura about the schools
and community.
Climate
It’s the beef capital and at the moment I produce beef.
Excellent cattle and farming country
It's in my psyche—the star & cloud formations, the feel and smell of the air, the weather events, the
eccentric boom and bust cycle, its heat and sounds, the winter winds and north-facing warm spots, its plants
and streams and creatures. The smell of brigalow after rain, the noise of flying foxes gorging on new
bauhinia flowers, the harsh churr of the bower-bird and the sharp chip of the mistletoe bird. The whistling
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of ducks and the soft call of the mopoke at night. Blue wrens and double bars dancing around, butcher birds
snapping up prey and magpies carolling. The deep green of sleeping frogs, the lacy pattern on the goanna
skin, skinks darting and blue-tongues dozing, spiders weaving and feasting, dragonflies flitting, butterflies
fluttering, blue grass soft and nutritious, wait-a-whiles sharp, sandal-wood and wilga scented and
passionflowers spectacular.
Relaxing, great place
Because of its low key development (so far, so good!) this strip of land between sea, country and off-shore
lands have the advantage of offering many possibilities when it comes to activities. National Parks in Byfield,
Double Head and Bluff Point are a bonus.
It is my homeland and would like to keep that way
The proximity of infrastructure—recreation facilities and relaxed lifestyle, general attitude of people
The lifestyle, liveability and opportunity which comes from high quality and diverse natural resource assets
People’s values
I value the balanced feel of the town and the community connections because it feels real and not boom or
bust. I value the clean air and water and being able to see the ocean and islands. Keppel Bay is important to
me and the fact that the region is a lifestyle, recreation and tourism hub not an industrial hub or a coal port
town. I love being able to go sailing and having the pristine Keppel Islands so close. This part of the
Queensland coast is the best and I have sailed from Cooktown to the Gold Coast many times. Yeppoon is the
best place for all the things I love.
Extremely productive cattle country if they stop digging it up
Well I am from the Rock region and event to a white fella, it's my country. I drove a train all through the
central west and north west and also had a bush block on the Emu Park Road for 23 years.
Our family has continually owned and worked this land for a little over 100 years and it is still productive.
Has some of the best grazing land in all of Queensland
I love the hills, the trees, and the plains... and I can't even see the hills until I get out onto the Wumalgi
Road. I love the peace, the quiet (and then we get the trains!). I want people to leave me alone as I'm happy
where I am. I love being flooded in—it's the best!
Rats tail grass-free so far; central to grain and cattle markets; rivers are free from mine run-off
The lifestyle of cattle grazing being twenty kms from Middlemount where my children have been able to
start school grade one to grade twelve
It is a very friendly community
Lifestyle, climate and facility available
The proximity of the beaches and the Lammermoor Native Gardens also still a lot in gardens.
I like how I can be at work in 5 minutes; it is laid back to some degree and not too bad
Nice and quiet still handy to the bigger places where you want to go; friendly people, climate ok not the
hottest and not the coldest.
The climate, landscape, and the people
Beaches because they are so beautiful and it's a great place to take the family.
Refer to Q6: love the climate; love the landscape; love the people.
Excellent quality land for farming
Peace & Quiet Great to see heaps of nature
The type of country, the beautiful productive land we have. The climate.
Resilience and creativeness
I value our part of central Queensland because we can raise cattle on a property I love everyday.
The climate. Also born here—fifth generation both sides of the family tree.
The people
Nothing at the moment.
The ability to grow summer and winter crops, soil types, reasonably reliable rainfall, good climate. There are
great small communities in the area as well as larger well-serviced towns. Good schools for the kids and a
choice of schools.
Central to the rest of QLD, potential as an agribusiness area
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Fishing, friendly local people.
When it’s good it is good; we live in a good type of country—very lucky. Great community in Capella—
smaller more contact, not isolated.
I value the close-knit community and the fact that as a whole it is still very much rural
The rural and city aspects as well as the beautiful location surrounding such as the Fitzroy, Stoney Creek,
Yeppoon and The Keppels and Five Rocks to name a few.
Lifestyle and community
Usually the reliability of rain and the community
The diversities of industries, the job opportunities and the natural assets.
The good country and community
Location and soil types
Riparian dry rainforest, unique flora that we have in the region. Love our wildlife, bird population and state
& national parks. Have a love of nature.
Pristine—existing quality requires long-term preservation and maintenance to blend with future
developments and growth. Coastal development needs to meet international standards in relation to
aesthetics, preservation of wetlands and associated environmental areas!
Good country
Central Queensland has many recreational, natural and urban activities. The Fitzroy Basin offers so many
resources, recreational opportunities.
The scenery, waterways, beaches, islands & oceans.
Versatile
The ability of this country to produce a healthy grass-fed beef product without the addition of licks, grains
etc. The old adage 'if you look after your country, it will look after you' is very relevant within the beef
industry but especially in this area. It is productive and progressive but not financially viable.
Lifestyle, all facilities onsite
Healthy environment when we get enough rain
Good country, good rainfall in all areas. Close to major cities and not far from beach.
It has great diversification of pastoral/ agricultural industries combined with many natural ecosystems still
intact, e. g. Carnarvon Gorge National Park, Blackdown T/Land, The Gemfields. It combines both extensive
operations and intensive agriculture i.e. the irrigation area.
Diverse region
The work and lifestyle
Good, quiet, not over-crowded
Fantastic cattle country; wonderful people; diverse industry—beef, grain, and irrigation; coal, gas
Everything, Fairbairn Dam
Proximity
Peace and quiet when you want it, but still access to services in town
Good cattle country
Quite area. Great bush walking, kayaking, cycling, fishing, swimming, Great people
Starry, starry nights, national parks, lots of wildlife, great bush walking, great cycling, good freshwater
fishing. We are able to grow good healthy chemical-free food & are not disturbed by industry.
Plenty of water and close to cattle markets
Good country, pleasant climate
Climate is good the area is going ahead
I love the peacefulness, the people are so friendly.
Good part of QLD; close enough to coast without being coastal.
Strong connection to the beef industry, our work is our livelihood and we all have this in common
People, quality of country and environment
People, quality of country and environment
I love this area, we have a great country community. We are close enough to Rockhampton to do business
and have a social outing every now and then...if needed. No better place to raise a family, everyone is so
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willing to help each other out in time of need. We care about the community and everyone does a little to
help out. From buying a raffle ticket, to cooking for a fundraiser, there is always some social function
happening.
Quiet living
Quality of soil/climate. Good cattle/farming country. Close to major centres Emerald/Rockhampton
Plenty of water and close to cattle markets
Location, community, people
Very good cattle country
Its ability to produce a product that has sustained my family and many employees for over 100 years with a
living and a lifestyle.
Community interaction
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Changes and community responses
Q8 What changes have you seen? How have people responded?
Sheep/cattle to broad acre cropping/irrigation/coal mining & CSG. People have altered to survive.
More people, everyone seems to be more and more busy.
Our local council has been extraordinarily helpful during high rainfall periods by quickly and competently
restoring our road access. Attention given to our needs by the Fitzroy Basin Authority, its officers have been
attentive and knowledgeable.
Declining pasture production, soil renovation and fodder legumes in attempts to counteract this. Less
breeding and fattening operations replaced with solely concentrating on prime export or feed-on feedlot
entry.
Brigalow scrub to—buffel grass; Aboriginal to European (Australians); Australian agriculture to mining & CSG
resources; vibrant farms to struggling farms
The information available on retaining the health of soils has been beneficial over the past 10 years and has
flowed on to producing a better, healthier beef product. Workshops, soil testing and information days,
comparisons with neighbours have all led to a deeper understanding and better management practices.
People are more aware of their stocking rates and pasture management systems.
Moores Creek has been destroyed by bad management. The South Sea Islanders that lived in the area are
really disappointed.
Greater emphasis on NRM from an 'advertised perspective'. Many people were acting on their own
previously and now with a more coordinated effort from groups like FBA and CHRRUP, people have more
access to information and resources to help them with their plans.
A need for people to push their country harder due to economic pressures. The greatest environmental
vandals are the politicians due to the red/green tape and regulations. It's led to the need to stretch country
more. Trying to produce more from country puts more pressure on it. Need to encourage people to produce
less but get paid more. The water quality of the Fitzroy has deteriorated. People don't use it as they did
previously.
The opening up of the brigalow country and discovery of coal & gas. Has bought people prosperity which
has mostly well accepted by people.
Have not been there long enough
More houses built. Slightly more industries—disappointing (yellow shirts). Local business support by outside
companies.
River systems deteriorating especially trees along the Fitzroy River. On our own property, through changing
grazing management—groundcover and pasture improving.
People have responded by coming up from the south and buying & building in the area.
The area has progressively gotten busier with the increase of people due to the expansion of certain
industries. This hasn't affected people too dramatically yet except for the traffic increase.
Events, drought, booms, bust, increases in population, collaboration and partnership, working together,
creative thinking
More camps, gas companies disrespect land and people of the community. Slight increase in crime
Many changes, some good, some not so good.
Dad rotates our cattle through lots of paddocks so that we can grow more lush grass in the paddock being
rested. That has helped my family look after the land.
Droughts, floods, mining & CSG exploration CSG; People are very receptive of change and willing to work
logically with it.
Mining & CSG industry—not well
The changes I have seen in this part of central Queensland are changes in the seasons and we have
responded by shifting the cattle slower, feeding them lick and selling the cattle.
Urban development—less opportunity for children to explore nature. When we were children we'd pack a
bag and go exploring the hills in the Berserker Range for the day and feel safe doing it.
Landholder’s attitudes are changing. Realising that conservation of biodiversity is essential to the survival
and improvement of our environment. The two types of management can complement each other in
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repairing the damage that has been done.
Work on roads have improved, due to heavy trucks. Very dry—lots of creeks have no water. 'Over all the
community spirit’ (keep together)
Mines
Mining & CSG influences
Large changes to creeks and gullies with massive erosion. Many don't like it; but accept it's how it is going to
be rather than making changes to management to help reduce erosion
Roads — more being sealed. Lots of mining & CSG. Brings a lot of nationalities to the area
More activities and larger population. Better facilities. Too bad about the mining & CSG and pipes, mixed
feelings
Increased population in major centres, therefore increased competition for services—some services become
unavailable or too expensive. There is an increased competition between resource companies and all other
sectors—we’re all competing for the same things— land, labour, goods and services. Most people are
amazingly resilient — the last few years have been pretty ordinary for farmers but most seem to get on with
the job and make the most of what they have
Cost of employment, harder to find and keep workers, costs more to live. "We are having to do more of the
day-to-day stuff ourselves and it is taking longer to get things done."
Clearing of timber. Done properly people take it quite well
Increase in coal seam gas and non-agricultural people and companies, improvement in town infrastructure,
people have benefited financially however concerned by the long-term implications re: water table
reduction.
A lot of industry, which isn't always sustainable
Mines and over-development of good rural land into small residential lots.
The growth of the area population-wise
I have seen the scrubs murdered and burned in hideous infernos, the bottle trees slowly left to die alone in
deserts of ploughed land, torn apart by twisting winds that never could have got to them in the community
of the scrubs where they grew up. People don't notice. Some have made money and gone on once the
fertility was lost to some new Eden, whose fertility they can mine before moving on again—slash and burn,
European-style. I have seen slopes denuded and gullies grow, regrowth aborted and old growth bedraggled
by arrogant cattle careless of their antiquity or endangered status. People don't notice or care because we
have no idea what value might lie in the plants the cattle trample. I have seen flying foxes dwindle in
number while increasing in concentration around the new food sources we grow for them. I hear fear and
loathing of bats while horses increase in number and are valued although they kill many more people than
have ever died of bat-bite. The curlews that once sang me to sleep have fed the foxes and cats that grow
more numerous, and the great green frogs grow fewer and paler as the toads and the chytrid fungus destroy
them. Introduced weeds abound and attract humans with nasty chemicals who are too lazy to go out and
chip them as we once did. The river has been dammed at Gyranda and at Rockhampton so the garfish is no
longer seen in the Dawson. Yellowbelly have lost their spawning grounds and people have 'farmed'
fingerlings to placate the anglers who still want to catch fish. Levees and ring tanks have been built without
regard to neighbours, flooding them without recompense. People have said it shouldn't happen, but those
who build have more money than those who get flooded, so nothing happens. I have seen dairying
disappear and with it large numbers of small farming families. I have seen small cropping give way to cotton
and marginal agricultural land planted to Leaucaena or pasture. I have seen horses replaced by machines
and cars, and people get fatter and more inactive. People are sad, but as there are no fat police, nothing
happens. I have seen an Agrarian Socialist Party become an Economic Rationalist Party, for which the
economy is the only reality, so long-term productivity is less important than short-term gain. People have
responded like frogs in cold water being slowly brought to the boil — they don't notice. I have seen land
clearing first mandated, then allowed, then forbidden to rural producers while mining & CSG companies are
allowed to tear up whole landscapes and roads, rail, pipe and power lines are able to cut through hundreds
of kilometres of native vegetation or productive farmland in pursuit of the ephemeral goal of 'jobs'. I have
seen agricultural extension work phased out. Some people have responded by ignoring all but their own
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ideologies about agricultural practice. Others by joining Landcare and attempting to work in cooperation
with Nature and according to scientific knowledge. Some have joined conservation groups, lobbying for a
future focus on the common wealth — healthy earth, air and water — the basis of all life.
Mining & CSG of coal and gas; majority of people pissed off
The mining & CSG Act over the land
No major changes.
Everyone used to work years ago, and now they're all on the dole. Too much red tape and too much
paperwork. There's no one to employ — they're not capable of doing the work. It's harder to make a living
— doing more hours for less pay.
More interest in improving all aspects
The Veg Management Act had a severe impact on how I manage a second property. It had a massive impact
on my business and I am still dealing with the affect of it financially. Weeds are becoming a bigger and
bigger issue. GRT will have a huge detrimental impact on vast areas of land in the coming decade. Flooding
in recent years has also had an incredible effect on many landholders within the Fitzroy. The impact is
manifested in erosion, infrastructure damage and weed spread.
Biggest change— difficult to make a living from the same amount of area— costs go up, income stays the
same. Value of livestock largely unchanged. Trying to do more with less— learning to become more
efficient. More pressure than ever to be good stewards and there is an expectation that landholders bear
the costs
Over-development on the flood plain of Emerald — sugar coating the problem
More workers have come to town. Two grocery stores. House prices have gone up.
Landcare evolved and my age group evolved with it. Since the 1990s and the activity around Landcare,
successive governments have withdrawn funding and leadership in rural research, thus new information has
not been forthcoming to challenge old ways and inform future practices. Extension nowadays largely seems
to consist of recycled research and unfortunately the age group usually attending meetings is often similar
to mine (over 21 at least) also recycled. The most disappointing aspect of NRM in 2013 is the politicisation of
the issues popularly conceived as "big" e.g. The Great Barrier Reef and the misguided reactions to shonkey
science, which may solve nothing.
Some parts of Cooee Bay have seen private developments built on what was still bush when we moved in
the area 30 years ago. But those families developing didn't have such a big impact on the surroundings and
no one is complaining people have trees and shrubs in their garden.
From scrub to highly productive to run down coal seam gas exploration across a large part. Improvement to
landholder rights
Changes have been minor over the past decade however with larger developments on the horizon a
conservative assessment of impacts and management plans is required. Coastal populations are generally in
tune with coastal impacts and will adversely react to "non-conforming" industry proposals — from ports to
general coastal construction.
Too many people have to work away to have a coherent rural community so every aspect is suffering.
I would say that I haven't lived here long enough to see anything long term (only 5 years). However, I would
say, generally speaking, that the input costs are so high these days that people are concerned about the
future of their businesses and their lifestyles. There is not the return on investment that many generations
before have been able to achieve on the same pieces of land. It is nearly impossible for the younger
generation to make a start on the land as the entry costs are unattainable even with the interest rates at an
all time low. The cattle market is still living in the 18th century from a pricing perspective. Agriculture is not
seen as an attractive vocation and is not an obvious priority to government.
Undergoing change— increasingly urban/peri-urban. Agricultural economy changing here economic
business models predominating. Increasing pressure on rural landholders to implement more rigorous
business practices/financial management.
Lights on the horizon at night (more mines) mines impact on community.
Nothing changes
We are on a highway ... so nothing.
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I had a slate pencil and slate in grade one, a steam roller built my street... and now Google Earth and
technology beyond. People have grabbed this with both hands
Mining & CSG, better opportunities at mines as government supports it more than farming, young farmers
pursuing mining & CSG jobs rather than farming
The changes I have seen: 1. Massive over-clearing of the landscape resulting in "desertification" of the
landscape & the drying up of many creeks & rivers (due to a badly broken water cycle). Largely this is not
recognised & continues! 2. Collapse of rural communities due to technologies taking away jobs & poor
profitability of rural enterprises, which has resulted in a collapse of rural towns (with many business
closures). 3. Better roads & cars, which has also added to the demise of rural towns (it's so easy to drive to
the nearest Woolworths or Coles). 4. A massive expansion in the resource industry. Currently as a land
manager I observe that land managers are suffering the same fate that Aboriginals did when Europeans
settled the area (we are being dispossessed of our land). 5. Rivers have been massively degraded by
irrigation infrastructure & over-allocation of water resources resulting in a massive loss of freshwater fish.
The weirs on the Dawson River are a big contributor & their "blocking" of natural migration of fish (for
breeding) has not been addressed adequately, nor has the letting out of cold, high sulphide water (from
bottom of storages) which results in massive fish kills been addressed.
Immediate reaction is changes from mining & CSG — a very different type of people come with it (very
angry) type of people. Used to be a happy community (family-orientated) in the past, not now, it has a
different vibe — less approachable generally I avoid where they are!
Mining & CSG has grown
Upgrades, of farming skills, e.g. dealing with Rats Tail
There is a lot more growth in the area; the area has grown a lot.
I have lived here for 14 years, the mining & CSG industry has fluctuated and there have been lots of
economic fluctuations too. People are losing jobs in all areas and the environment has copped a beating
from development and natural disasters.
I have lived at Marlborough all my life, I would have to say the school has got a lot smaller. Not many
landholders can afford to employee families. So you are seeing a lot more contract workers, breeze in and
out of the community. The small business owners have to rely a lot more on travellers for there income. The
town itself, probably has more turn over in rent vacancies as there is not as many jobs. But it has always had
the same community enthusiasm, we love our show, campdraft, school sports days etc. Some committees
have folded over the years, due to the decline in members. .e.g CWA, playgroup, tennis club are just to
name a few. The number of family members have also declined over the year. You are doing well these day
to have 3 children. Thirty years ago 3 kids would have been a small family, you were looking at 8-10 kids as
the norm...
Oil & gas increased
Mining & CSG has caused changes
Landmarks getting washed away, can't sit on the seats close to the edge because of the cliff. People know
not to pollute as it kills the animals.
The merging of local councils into super-shires was not a popular choice in our community, it took jobs away
from our small town and created concern that areas would be overlooked due to the population density not
being at our corner of the shire. However several years down the track this is a change that we've all
adapted to.
Big population boom. Lots of bush land around the region bulldozed completely. Would love to see green
corridors around the region
I have only been here for four years however seen small changes in Rockhampton— development. Can't
wait to experience the land more outside of town.
Seen it from being a community based on railway— grow with irrigation— grew more with mining & CSG
Have been here around ten years and in that time lots of urban sprawl.
Soil fertility run down by growing legumes and using fertiliser
The roads have improved. Small towns are declining
Much more accommodation for visitors. Most are pleased with improvements
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Mechanisation and automation in the rural industry, plus technological upgrades and modifications.
Generally this has required less people. Enter mining & CSG as an apparent panacea. Unfortunately, as
throughout history and despite all good intentions and promises, by the very nature of the beast the
environment has suffered. Most people who actually live in the area and want to remain here for future
generations, believe that because historically a strong community is based on good productive agricultural
soil, some areas should be sacrosanct from mining & CSG. Coexistence is something thrust upon us from the
same short-sighted powers from afar that enforce a fly in fly out workforce.
Coal & Gas. Mining & CSG and exploration — not good for environment, land and countryside.
Cattle industry is constantly changing. Taroom people are up there with the best.
People are getting pissed off with mining & CSG activity and their cavalier attitude approach to the original
landholders
Good productive land is being invaded by mining & CSG. Not a good response, livelihoods are being ruined
Much improved landscapes, roads & towns
More stores and local house prices have risen.
The urbanisation of the natural and rural land. The destruction of land and systems by the proliferation of
mining & CSG in the Basin.
The death of trees (all) in the Fitzroy River and people have not responded.
More people due to mining & CSG & gas
Gas industry has overrun us. Prices have increased for living. Locals have got the shits.
People have left/sold their places because of the proposed Connors River Dam. It has destroyed our
community. It was such a wonderful community and now they have all left and there is no longer any sense
of community. (Properties adjacent to the home property were sold)
20 years mining & CSG industry taken off and taken over farming land a bit; towns grown; the people have
not changed (people we have known for ages) no issues with transient workforce that comes with it.
Growth of area
Farming changes, zero-till, less silt in creeks, less contour repair— things in community services-wise if
mining & CSG was not here — increase in services i.e. high school in Capella from demand of Tieri
community which is now incorporated with Capella; we think the next generation has adapted — source offfarm income enabling them to come back to the land in the long run; ground water— mining & CSG impacts
is a concern; salinity of discharge into river systems
Bigger dams and buffel grass
Increased coal and gas exploration. Beneficial for some, detrimental for others. People have concerns
around the quality and environmental impacts.
More mining & CSG and gas with little benefit to our community
Town and area is declining because of aged population and mine/gas developments.
Rainfall comes and goes, when it rains you get a whole lot in one go, but now we need rain and we only just
had a flood. People get stressed, the ground cracks, really dry and the cattle need water and we start to
wonder what we will do if we don't get rain
Mining & CSG, not as relaxed
Drive In Drive Out has destroyed the Dysart community. Businesses have closed and we cannot support local
businesses that have failed.
Very few properties have employees so there are fewer people out of the mining & CSG towns. Roads are
much improved but we also use them more often and commute to coastal cities and local towns as services
are not available to the rural properties. Fires and flood information have been a great help to our
generations as once folk knew what to expect from their and other's experience as now there are not as
many long-term residents here. Helicopters provide access in flood times and help where there is not
experienced labour available. The Rescue chopper is a comfort to all compared to the ordeal of moving
someone injured in the past.
Business strategies have had to change or we wouldn't survive. Cost of production has increased
dramatically and we're getting less for our end product. We've gone from employing 12 staff down to 2 and
working longer hours.
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Coal mines expanding the population and altering the rural/town balance
Growth of mining & CSG sector. People leaving agricultural sector
Mining & CSG started next door; national park next door land clearing controls
Twelve hour shifts have ruined the community spirit
Not been here long
I have seen both Middlemount and Dysart start from nothing to towns where most of the people working in
the mines had to live in town with their families, which was a lot better for the community, school and small
business in these towns, which is now most people live elsewhere, which I believe is making it harder for the
community. On a better note the of the beef road from some dirt to single lane bitumen to double lane
bitumen
Industry and their ability to change the environment and the economy for better or worse. Rural people
have adapted to these changes by becoming more efficient and resilient. Continuing to produce a quality,
consistent product in a humane, sustainable manner.
The impact of mining & CSG is the most significant change to our community. Residents have had to fight
hard for funding to fix roads due to damage from mine traffic and local councils have not received adequate
compensation to address this issue. Primary production is under heavy regulation in NRM however the
mining & CSG industry is allowed to destroy land, trees and waterways as it is of national significance. Food
security is predicted to be a major issue in the future and primary production needs to be given national
significance also. As primary production is based on generations of families, the future of the resource is
most important in most family operations.
Small blocks, turn over of owners. Too many animals/block
Genetics and pasture development. Exploration. Declining terms of trade. People are adapting.
Impacts on the native environment from coastal development for residential and tourism enterprises.
Inappropriate development in the storm surge zone.
Development and mining & CSG in the area. On-farm weeds are becoming a bigger burden
More extremes in weather events (drought/flood/severe storms/fires) including temperature variability.
Implementation of drought/flood mitigation— measures on farm
Have seen Middlemount township suffer due to all the single persons quarters. As there is only a few
families here and this makes the school suffer as there is lower enrolments so we have fewer teachers with
less subjects to choose from. The town has no money spent in the shops as the people only live here and go
to work then go back home and spend their money in their home town.
More growth
The mining & CSG sector going too big too fast
Mostly slow and manageable growth — with the occasional frenzy caused by mining & CSG boom effects,
which then create the following bust times. The community mostly wants protection of the environment, no
port development and economic prosperity and growth without destruction of the values we enjoy.
The mines can impact on the community as far as employment goes. There can be booms and dips
The bureaucrats have done away with our districts — including Wumalgi. They don't recognise it. Now there
is no train service, no mail delivered every day, and no Wumalgi road sign. Previously we could get groceries
and cold goods on the train and send cattle by train.
Loss of families from not chaining brigalow regrowth
Mining & CSG has grown. The community has generally accepted the change unless directly affected by it
People are time-poor ... more so than ever
A lot more mines established, which has increased Emerald’s population. People are either complacent and
think they can't change it or are a part of the "take the money and run"
Emerald has become more of a mining & CSG town that a rural town and it seems to have forgotten its
heritage. It has bought good services but Emerald has not lost its sense of community.
This area saw cotton and corn grown then many years of dairying for cream production now grain growing
and beef cattle production.
People seem more interested in sustainable development.
The development of CQU, the growth of Gracemere and the northside suburbs. The shopping centre. The
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riverbank walkways ... they are now being used. The Kershaw Gardens. All natives once the town dump.
Children’s play areas. The town library and branch on the northside. Plants in the median strips.
In the last 3 years there has been a big economic boom which has slowed done basically boom to bust;
flooding to dry
Unbelievable progress over 50 y from Brigalow scrub and gravel roads to coal mines and bitumen; Fairbairn
Dam
Increase of population, charge in dynamics, the response has been mixed but mostly positive
The old holiday houses are now occupied all the year round. Of course more cars on the streets but Cooee
Bay is still a very good place to live.
The dramatic change in climate from year to year
The flood has been very trying and the people have been very resilient
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NRM Issues
What do you think are the biggest natural resource management issues, and what would you like to see
happen?
Too many rivers dry. Rubbish on side of road — bins needed.
Land is our most important resource. I want to help Dad and Mum make more soil for our plants. Healthy
plants will produce more food for our cows and community. Keeping ground cover and using our animal
manure and encouraging worms and dung beetles will help us improve and conserve the soil.
More management programs etc. Gundoo Rangers. More education programs, clean up day etc.
I think the environmental grants through the Government then through Fitzroy Basin Association helping
graziers with some improvements to better the environmental water catchments areas are a good thing and
also believe the mines should be made by governments to do more rehab with their open-cut pits than is
being done at present and gas companies now drilling in this area concerning underground water
Mining is badly managed, as it affects the local communities and for 40 years it has been affecting the area
(natural resources ) & government haven't learnt how to managed it.
People have been afraid to control woody weeds, which are taking over.
That there is a larger amount of families allowed to move back into the community. So we have a greater
portion of families than single people living in the single person quarters. So that the school has more
enrolments and more money is spent in the township.
Vegetation management — a moratorium overnight. Forget the greenies— we are the stewards of the land.
It is well cared for. We live with reality as we are more green than the greenies. I can cope with Mother
Nature but it's the government regulations that cause me stress. Governments should get rid of red tape
and support us. Landholders are now treated as second class citizens.
Groundwater— mining companies have an open licence to pollute the de-water — (they will cite all the
regulations they adhere to but the end result is the same.) Without the groundwater reserves, the only
thing this area will be good for is as an Open-Cut Coal mine!!
Water quality in the Fitzroy River affecting the Delta and Bay and proposed port development in the Delta
and Bay. No port development in the area AT ALL and stronger regulation and compliance on water quality
— especially mine water discharge. Ramsar listing of the Fitzroy Delta and increased and consolidated Fish
Habitat Areas in the Delta. Recognition and protection of the Snubfin Dolphin population of the Delta as an
endangered local population that is correctly listed on the EPBC Act
Land clearing laws and regulations— listen to the people that it affects firsthand, the property owners, not
so much the people that it doesn't affect directly (their livelihoods etc.)
Weeds such as parkinsonia are out of control in some areas. Some producers spend a lot of time and money
trying to control it, but their efforts are wasted as more seed comes from higher up the catchment with
each flood. Any control measures need to start at the top of the catchment and work down. One year of
treatment is of no use and constant follow up is required to keep on top of seed bank and this needs to be
taken into account if any funding becomes available. The cumulative effect of constant mine water releases
is of great concern as it is not taken into account enough by NRM agencies. It is not just one mine but many,
all releasing into the same river system. The decline in pasture resilience is another concern. Some graziers
have seen the value of wet season spelling of pastures and would like to do more but do not have the funds
to put in to infrastructure (fencing and water points) required. The livestock industry is under everincreasing pressure from higher input costs and lower price received at market.
Damage to the area due to mining and too many rural-residential small blocks. Water Quality/
overstocking/poor land management e.g. weeds and erosion.
Rapid development of resource sector and the pressure it is putting on our natural resources; lack of
planning foresight — allowing mines to go ahead on floodplains even after last flood.
Drought is an issue and must be managed appropriately
Feral animals, weed spread, soil fertility, run down, water-holding capacity, build organic carbon levels back
up, focus on control of weeds
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Weeds brought in by city folk.
Employment
Mining; erosion; spread of weeds i.e. GRT (giant rat's tail)
Mining and agriculture compatibility
Soil erosion, poorly managed urban and peri-urban development. More support for owners of small
properties to improve small-scale production, management of livestock especially horses, environmental
values.
Managing the greed that comes with a natural resource I believe is the biggest issue. When it comes to a
solution, not too many people are born without greed.
Land management to reverse the degrading trend of pasture and soil and erosion.
More investment in research. Land management
Regrowth is a big issue — cost of controlling it is too dear for the cost of return. Lantana control is an ongoing project and GRT is a threat if a neighbour doesn't control his. Funding would help with all of these —
regrowth, lantana and GRT.
Water, weeds, sustainability, pressuring NR.
Mines, weeds and trespassers
The stand out management issues for the coastal areas are overall coastal management issues — including,
impacts of adverse water quality flowing to the eastern seaboard, port developments, extensions of military
activity at Shoalwater Bay MTA (restricting vessel movements along coastal regions), height management of
coastal development including architectural and aesthetic aspects, fishing zones (commercial and
recreational) in the Coral Sea and Great Barrier Reef, refurbishment of coastal strip effected by storm and
man-made erosion!
Regrowth control
Weeds and pests and mining issues
Pest and weed control pigs and parthenium. Integrated program for pest and weed management
Erosion and weeds, less imposition on producers’ income and the funding would be more readily available
to counteract this.
Coal seam gas threatening our underground water supplies.
Population impact via mining and people’s attitude and whether it is realistic or not
More treatment of ragweed
In times of heavy rainfall there is soil erosion and where paddocks were protected with contour banks this
worked well. However a lot of ground is now worked straight up and down the fall in the paddock and leads
to soil loss. The well-established contour banks worked well but are a nuisance with the wide seeding units
used today and tramline traffic.
Weeds and control or eradication of them
Mining and water management
A) quality of water maintained. B) volume of water maintained. C) Standard of road maintained. D)
Continued attention to field days so that we are all informed about current trends and emerging situations.
E) Government agreement to clear further country carefully.
Water run-off, ground water, soil erosion levels, new projects to renovate pastures and plants, legumes also
(run-down).
The mines. I am concerned about the dust & their waste water leaving the mining sites in times of flood. I
am concerned about pollution of the Dawson River with possible pesticide contamination from farming.
Pasture establishment on poorer soils, i.e. introduction legumes (establishment and continued survival),
nitrogen tie-up in buffel (all improved pastures in loam/sandy soils).
Erosion, water quality (gas & mines), weeds (mining vehicles)
Broken water cycle education— how to fix it, reward the fixers
1. Climate forecasting underpins all future improvements in NRM. This has to move into the 21st century.
2. Governments have to show leadership in rural research instead of selling and disbanding facilities. 3.
The agricultural college system has to be supported and strengthened. Our children are agriculture's future.
Sediment and erosion control and runoff. Protection of vegetation along creeks and rivers, native veg,
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Landcare. Mine and dam water release into the river system— Process onsite and release only when of high
standard. Test release water.
Mining area increasing and encroaching on grazing and grain land affect on WQ ground water and WQ
Mining, Gas and Exploration. More work on what repercussions will be. Over-grazing and bad farming
techniques, help producers realise and overcome.
That local people are finding it hard to get jobs now. Would be good to see more local jobs with resource
companies.
Coal & Gas. Mining — monitored more closely/stopped.
Mining on good quality farming land is a waste of good valuable resources. Weeds can be very hard to
manage by yourself
There is a lot of work to do on the beaches and sand dunes to protect the vegetation.
Water quality for the future. Educating the wider community about the issues that we face on the land
bringing awareness. More support from Government i.e. funding for education.
Coal seam gas, water usage, good science
The biggest natural resource management issue is the amount of ground cover so I would like to see some
more grass planted, less bush fires, pigs to be gone and cattle to walk on grass not cattle pads.
Difficulty is to persuade people that natural flora is a better option in their gardens. Local plants survive well
besides of intense wet an dry seasons. Lammermoor Native Garden in that sense is a gem and we should
have more land put aside in the area to preserve the uniqueness of the original fauna in different types of
land.
Ground water issues. The traffic on the roads
Different rules on the same topic— agriculture and mining
Lippia is already out of control in town and all across the river flats.
Erosion— stock crossings. Flood plain degradation. Education on management of flood plains
Pasture degradation, no persistent legumes, lack of information in soil production/pasture production from
wind/erosion, water erosion, carbon testing & moisture retention.
Dumping and mine water
Concerns for the health of our waterways are still a very relevant issue. The facts of changes to fish life in
the lagoons and river systems needs addressing more fully. A lot of this is anecdotal information but needs
to be taken into consideration and be treated with respect in the scientific world.
Land and water use — we need to get serious about actually protecting the resource rather than
minimising/mitigating/reducing (etc.) impacts upon these resources.
Mining confined to the lesser quality soil areas. Rehabilitation enforced to a "was as" basis. Mining
exploration confined to those areas only.
Ground water — more research; accountability by government over mines
I don’t know that this country can sustain the growth projected in new mines; it is coping now but not new
ones. Impacts include — ground water, social impact can change mindset of locals and FIFO's, the whole
environmental chain is affected.
Council and government need to spray weeds on their roads and land. GRT, although it's not here, is going
to be a big problem. Council needs to get onto it and could get the prisoners to spray it. Trees are dying
along the river but I don't know what the cause is — it could be the mines.
Catchment management — Land degradation from over-grazing leading to erosion, excessive run-off,
siltation. Also weed infiltration and use of chemicals given that they will all end up on the reef in the end.
Feral animals (pigs, cats, dogs, toads, etc.). Introduced and invasive flora
Environment and river quality
Potential weed spread, parthenium. More monitoring and eradication measures.
Not sure what this question is aiming at?????
Hold on gas drilling to allow time to understand effects, especially on our waterways and underground
water management and mining boom. More jobs for locals but not too many changes to our quiet country
town
I think the biggest issue is in the psyche of the nation — a belief that human beings are designed to exploit
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natural resources rather than to nurture them, accompanied by a belief that the earth will somehow
continue to adapt to human exploitation in ways that will favour a continuation of human expansion.
Australia has enough food in the supply chain locally available to last three weeks should oil supplies cease.
After that we starve to death or live off the land, and we have reduced the capacity to produce the
necessities from the land by exploiting cheap labour overseas so products come more cheaply from a
distance. By making a virtual system (the economy) out to be a reality, and allowing rich conglomerates to
manipulate it, we are set up for a disaster. This economy has reduced the value of farm produce constantly
over more than half a century while inflating the value of non-productive work to the point where farmers
can't afford workers, and in fact have to become non-productive workers themselves in order to enjoy the
'privilege' of living on the land. The options are 1. Give value to genuinely productive activity such as food
production, while also valuing the sustainable productive capacity of the land — maintaining its productivity
into the centuries ahead. Pay for land to be kept fertile, pay for the labour to keep it so, and pay the real
cost of producing the product. 2. Continue the present destructive regimes to an inevitable conclusions —
the desertification of Australia and its de-population.
Water quality, reduce mining run-off
Coal & gas mining monitor gas mining
Something I noticed is the reduced number of fish at spots we would always catch fish about ten years ago.
Health of the reef improved. People being more responsive to environmental care and health.
Over-grazing and land capping
Fracking, mine water, run off in to rivers, coal and gas vessels on reef, harbour dredging , no long-term
water management, dams, barrages, weirs etc. being built for future development. Stand-alone water issues
for individual communities (no pipe lines).
Water is always going to be the most important resource for people on the land. Unfortunately you can't
make it rain! Teaching people how to improve their pastures to increase their carrying capacity is very
important. I'm not sure everyone likes to go to workshops as they may be private in how they operate their
business and not want to attend such a public forum. Maybe another delivery method — online or
individually — would be a way to approach this. Also including more information on things like Leucaena, or
improved pasture seed combinations etc. as they pertain to the local area. I would also like to see
information on native plants or natural resources that could be integrated into our gardens and general area
that could be beneficial (insects/pollen and the like) to the greater ecosystem. Just for interest sake I guess.
Development— destruction or modification of natural systems. Beach scrubs, dune systems, watercourses,
wetlands, pollution from plastic and other wastes. Weeds, herbicide and pesticide run-off into the coastal
areas. Coal ports. General community are disengaged from the environment and NRM issues
Erosion control
Biggest issue is going to be water. Both ground water and surface water. Too many risks and unknowns
Dog parks so pollution is dealt with. Because of our groups people know not to put grass clippings etc. down
the creek because they spread and kill the natives. More bins at Moores Creek. More groups to tell people
not to litter. Bins for garden waste. Take the money cost away from the tip because people can't or don't
want to pay.
Regrowth control, relaxed laws, weed control
Water storage we drastically need another huge dam and lots of smaller ones. Water is our limiting factor
and floods one of our most damaging foes
Could not understand why they have gated the river. Cracow people should be allowed to utilise the water
system. I think there is too much mining
Pollution of the rivers aquatic. Consumerism drives climate change ... think about it.
Green corridors throughout the community, in towns plus rural. Community effort to get involved plus
government to enforce future development. Rural creek areas need to be protected (weeds, regrowth,
original flora etc.)
1. Over-clearing of landscapes. It is essential to have at least 1/3 of landscapes vegetated with forests if we
want to maintain our rainfall. "No trees, no rain” needs to be the new mantra & land management need to
embrace the need to restore our land health through education not legislation. Rewarding healthy
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landscapes management would be a better option, than legislating against or punishing poor management.
2. Over-exploitation of mineral resources for short-term gain. Use of our resources could be much better
managed & more focus put on sustainable use. Currently we seem to be in a hurry to exploit our resources
& virtually "give them away" to foreign companies & countries. Let's develop a multi-generational strategy
for resource usage & scrap the short-term view. 3. Locking up of our native forests. Lets adopt a policy of
sustainable harvest & management of this wonderful resource. Locking up results in decline & ill health of
the forests. 4. Over-allocation of water resources & inefficient usage of the resource for irrigation (for
example flood irrigation) when we have many more water efficient methodologies available to use. 5. Overuse of chemicals in agriculture, local authorities & home gardens. Let us turn the Fitzroy Basin into an
Organic Zone!!!! Use the slogan "biological not chemical" as a selling point for our production from the
Basin!
Coal & gas, weeds, introduced pests "Diligence"
Mining Erosion Over-grazing Education
Managing contrasting industries: mining, agriculture, national parks, coal seam gas
Weed control (especially for us) and best practice land management practices— I am still learning! Would
love to learn more about sustainable farming and managing small farms.
Weeds/pest control are essential and must be undertaken to regenerate and improve the landscape. NRM
groups such as FRCC can assist greatly through the continuation of their projects, funding distribution and
education. An area that could be looked at could be tax saving initiatives for landholders that actually
support those objectives. This could be much more effective that pouring endless funds into short-term
projects that die when the funding runs out. Additionally many projects need to be supported for a period
of several years instead of one short burst.
More dams in QLD to minimise flooding. People should be allowed to make managerial decisions without all
the bureaucratic crap and red tape. Do you think people who have lived and worked on the land for many
years have such a small grasp on reality so as not to have any idea on when to burn, clear vegetation or
control vermin. More dams in QLD
Water scarcity, worry about cattle loss and then no income. "That's our job, we look after the cattle and the
property, so it's not like we are in town, in an office staring at a computer"
People are completely disengaged, and have no connection with our natural resources. Awareness needs to
be raised.
Loss of ecosystems; ability to rehabilitate degraded land, mining and extraction impact on ground water and
surface and land. Climate change
The gas are raping our underground water resources. Soil loss and weeds spreading. More funding for help
in soil loss would be good.
Weed management/feral animal control. Impacts of mining on water quality and land resources. (Power to
influence decision making increasing; less attention given to environmental sustainability.) Management of
sustainable urban development along the Capricorn Coast that preserves remnant habitat locally. Loss of
productive agricultural land. Agreed cooperative action to conserve natural resources, water and water
quality, productive farmland (keep it in production), move towards biodynamics— reduce pesticides and
herbicides and commercial fertilisers. High value natural habitat.
Weed control — landholders will need to have some assistance or incentives to deal with the growing weed
problem. Erosion is going to be an ongoing threat — it is important to continue working with preventative
measures — such as riparian and land-type fencing and off-stream watering points.
The EPA does not seem to be doing its job and heavy metals need to be investigated. The water released by
mines may be contaminating the river and slowly poisoning Rockhampton Water users.
Mining Industry ... pollution (Mt Morgan is the worst) final void issues. Great Barrier Reef, preventing and
minimising negative impacts from farming, industry and floods. Weeds and feral animals— toads, deer, pigs,
rabbits, and CATS.
Weeds, fire management (fire breaks, burning at right times), improving poor land condition, reliable water
only have dams, drought management, underground water issues with CSG
The construction of a coal loading facility at the mouth of the river. NO NO NO The littering of the riverbank
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and roadways. Education is needed. The loss of good farmland.
Control of weeds in the National Parks. Many weeds are very prevalent in National Parks. I would like to see
them effectively targeted and removed from these areas e.g. Mt Archer National Park has a severe Sisal
Hemp infestation as well as obvious Lantana infestation and more.
Water quality of the Fitzroy. The water has to be clean before it goes in the river. The mines have been
allowed to release their toxic waste in the past, but need to do whatever is necessary to make it clean. GRT
needs to be taken seriously. The guidelines of the entire catchment need to be changed to assist people
with projects to address GRT. It will take over all this country. The big problem then will be the diminishing
land values — unimproved property values will decrease, which will lead to a very bad scenario. When
testing river water they need to take samples from a minimum of 3m — that's where the foot valves are.
The testing need to include all elements that are being released from the mines including Mt Morgan. The
solution is that when mines are finished, they should backfill on the actual coal seams with 4-5m or
whatever required around the perimeter of the seams, and then use the pits as man-made lakes and use
them for food production. Then they become a huge asset for those surrounding areas. They would be a
massive inland asset that humanity forever can reap benefits. It they don't, as it overflows it affects all
residents (Rockhampton/Cap Coast) along the river.
Salinity discharge into river systems; groundwater and mining impacts
Aside from the resources sector, I think the main issues are weeds and grazing management. I would like to
see much more rotational grazing management and support of it.
Better roads and local services
Water quality above and below
The changing landscape with resource exploration and development (mining— coal/gas)
Water & drought
Natural areas protected with controlled access
There is not enough value in rural produce to allow a reasonable living and be able to look after the land as
well.
Dust from coal trains, increased traffic and mining. Interference with water table from large open cut. Blasts
— a limit on size of blast and reduced vibration methods should be used. Underground mining should be
preferred. Feeder roads should be sealed.
The biggest issue would be maintaining pasture condition; and if possible improving it. Otherwise weeds and
water.
Security of tenure; permanency of rural policy
Increase in mining impacts, reduction in viable grazing in cropping lands, lack of adequate rehabilitation,
impacts on ground water— research— reaction to groundwater effects, improvement to rehab standards
Loss of agricultural land and livelihoods. We need to keep our farming communities alive. Below the ground
will not feed above the ground
I believe the monitoring of the water quality and flows is very important and we all need to be observant
and informed of the results of all our and companies' actions. We know that the Fitzroy Basin is under a lot
more pressure than ever in history therefore research is necessary and must be considered by practical
residents after the information is presented by the researchers to see what is possible to implement with
the least detrimental impact on business be it rural or mining on the river system.
Erosion, water quality, mine rehabilitation, lack of commercial land that has undergone rehab. Mining is
highly legislated and poorly regulated. Biodiversity
Floods & Droughts & mines. More help to control run-off & more control for mine release of water
Environment graziers sustainability
Drought-proofing Emerald. Another two dams on the Upper Nogoa
More hands-on work and demonstrations.
Under-estimation of the value of water not only in the catchment but underground water. Very diverse
areas are being eroded (never will be restored) long-term knowledge is not harnessed. Profit motive is much
too strong. Large sections of land are now unmanaged due to company's involvement, among other things.
Dealing with pest of animals and plants
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Appendix C Feedback from sector interviews
Mines & CSG
Context

Risks

Responses

At least half the coal mines in CQ are currently losing money, some will leave the
market
Regulatory pendulum is swinging back from too difficult
Water is an impediment to gas production — primary driver for water management is
gas operations and cost reductions.
Coal seam gas production in Australia is expensive, massive sunk costs, potential
competition from cheaper producers in United States, Russia etc.
Coal and steel markets are in bad shape due to price and exchange rates
Long-term optimism re: metallurgical coal market
Regulatory loosening in the current price squeeze — onus on Qld Government to
maintain standards for good outcomes but cognisant of operating constraints
Water management — quality and quantity, too much or not enough
Mine site closure and rehabilitation
Dust and other amenity issues at Moranbah
Environmental hazard from coal seam water — in-stream discharge or beneficial use
Main issue is salt hazard under irrigation. Risk associated with inappropriate application
of Qld Government guidelines for beneficial reuse
Pressure within the coal seam gas industry, and within the resources sector, for lower
(cheaper) environmental standards
Price
Water — community concerns re: releases
Water — regulation/licensing of releases
Rehabilitation — techniques
Rehabilitation — visibility, community concerns
Land owner interactions — a mixed bag, strong emotions
Groundwater — (overstated risk for coal, good modelling is needed in Bowen Basin)
Loss of community relationships — coal seam gas and larger mining companies
Legacy of 2011 floods and mine releases — everyone tarred, government response not
strategic
Leading practice mechanisms through internal processes with major companies
(international standards and reporting) also leading practice booklets, Queensland
Resources Council roles and Central Queensland Mine Site Rehabilitation Group
Fitzroy Partnership for River Health is the forum to focus on water quality impacts of
different sectors, and also facilitate appropriate research
Opportunities for FBA to facilitate collaborative efforts on
o Offsets: facilitating the optimal location and connectivity of offsets
o Opportunities from mine site closure: agricultural and resources sectors, thinking
about rehabilitation and infrastructure assets, potential future uses
Cost drives coal seam water use. Loss of carbon credits makes beneficial reuse growing
trees less attractive
More collaboration between coal seam gas companies now, for above ground
operations e.g. water planning
Disposal options for coal seam water are still being worked through, applied research
ongoing (for both water and salt)
Managing to long-term climate variables, but not specifically modelling climate change
Companies are responding to extreme weather — investing in capital infrastructure,
research, forecasting
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Plan consultation

Offsets — changing regulation, potential roles for FBA, industry concern with
governance of aggregated offsets, lots of challenges to make it work right. Potential for
group discussion on this.
Desire to see cooperation between coal and coal seam gas to maximise benefit of the
resources
Provide opportunities through both Queensland Resources Council in Brisbane and
Partnership in Rockhampton
Offer a briefing to a major companies
Not too big
But enough detail for companies to respond to
Not written like licence conditions
Not an ask for money
Theme-based
Happy to review

Grazing
Risks

Responses

Plan consultation

Markets
Knowledge
Climate
Properties managed as lifestyle not as a business
Competing uses for the land (mining, coal seam gas, grazing)
Pasture run-down
Labour shortages
Weeds
Climate variability
Loss of sense of community/community network
Build flexibility into management of property and herd so we can adjust to climate and
seasonal differences
Knowledge exchange
Create learning/knowledge sharing opportunities
People/graziers have developed strategies to respond to climate variability
Pasture management — maintaining ground cover, rotational grazing, spelling, reduced
stocking rates, introducing legumes
Must be relevant
People need to see what’s in it for them to get people to want to engage
Engage people one-on-one
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Fisheries
Risks
Responses
Plan
consultation

Threats to fisheries include weather events, flows, lack of flood events, tilapia
Two things climate affects on fish stocks: 1. Episodic events; and 2. Long-term climate
trends.
Gather knowledge to predict fisheries stocks and use to influence commercial and
recreational fisheries fishing behaviours
Engaging on the NRM strategy — pick out the key issues. Understand what is driving those
issues and some of the ways forward.
Be succinct
Possibly use focus groups
Future-oriented

Conservation
Risks
Responses

Plan
consultation

Weeds, pests, chemicals, inappropriate land use, people being isolated from the
environment, people not valuing the environment
Connect people to their local environment
Citizen science
Give people the knowledge and tools to value and talk about their local environment
One-on-one conversations with community members
Engage local community leaders
NRM strategy should identify the natural values of our natural resources
Recognise the connection of people to their land

Horticulture
Risks

Responses

Land prices too high due to peri-urban development and land uses placing high value land
under peri-urban development
Floods
Climatic conditions
Water availability
Irrigation efficiency
Diversification

Cotton
Risks

Responses
Plan
consultation

Extreme weather events (floods)
Fertiliser management — movement offsite, micronutrient depletion
Weeds and weed management
Soil pests and diseases
Industry advancements in technology, products, management
Supported through research
Engage people one-on-one
Must be relevant
Supports the idea of industry-specific information
Need to drip feed information
Smaller amounts of information more often
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Grain
Risks
Responses

Plan
consultation

Water quality
Access best available technology e.g. autosteer, GPS base station, yield mapping, etc.
Best management practice
Catchment planning (working across the neighbouring properties to coordinate water
management)
Engaging people through email
Need a useable tool —something that people see value in and go back to as a source of upto-date information.
Could use favourites on web browsers
Also links to websites that are useful (weather, calculators, etc.)
Must be relevant

Feedlots
Risks
Responses
Plan
consultation

Markets
Climate change
Flexibility
Accessing expert knowledge and information
Need to engage the younger people
Needs to be fast and easy information
Must be relevant
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Appendix G

Regional

snapshot

Introduction
Central Queensland is experiencing profound change
in industry, land use, community and climate. Planning
allows us to capitalise on the opportunities while
managing the risks. The Fitzroy Basin Association
Inc. (FBA) is coordinating a review of the region’s
natural resource management strategy. The Central
Queensland Sustainability Strategy 2030 (CQSS:2030)
draws on the best available knowledge to protect the
region’s natural assets.

Figure 1. Fitzroy Basin natural resource
management region

As part of the review process, FBA has been working
with regional experts to understand the condition
and risks to the region’s natural assets. These assets
include climate and air, soils, groundwater, freshwater
rivers and wetlands, terrestrial ecosystems, and
coastal and marine environments. A fact sheet has
been produced for each of these assets that explains
their value, the pressures they face, trends in their
condition and the regional management objectives.

The Fitzroy Basin covers an area of 156,636 km2
extending from Nebo in the north to Injune in the
south, and west to the Drummond Range as well as
adjacent coastal waterways.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Natural Assets
The Fitzroy Basin includes the Fitzroy catchment (the
largest eastern catchment in Australia) and several
small coastal catchments. The region’s landscapes are
diverse and include ranges, rivers, creeks, flood plains,
estuaries, wetlands and coastal islands.
The Tropic of Capricorn marks the southern boundary
of the tropics and passes through Rockhampton. The
region’s climate is tropical to subtropical, sub-humid
to semi-arid inland, with highly variable rainfall. Yearly
rainfall varies from 815 mm in Rockhampton to 560
mm in Emerald, and even less farther west. Droughts,
floods and bushfires are relatively common.
Highly variable rainfall means that river flows are
also highly variable. Many streams and wetlands are
ephemeral (only flow from time to time). The Fitzroy
River and coastal catchments flow into the
internationally significant estuarine and marine
systems of the Great Barrier Reef.

The region’s soils are diverse and extensively used for
cattle grazing, with several areas of high quality soils
used for cropping.
The Brigalow Belt Bioregion covers most of the Fitzroy
Basin with dry, woody acacia and eucalyptus
vegetation. There are many other types of ecosystems
found along the coast, in the south and on the
isolated ranges. The region is home to many animals
and plants that are either endemic or have
conservation significance.
The region’s natural assets provide many important
services. They provide productive soils, supply and
regulate water, dilute and remove pollutants and
regulate weather. They also provide habitat for
important species, maintain shoreline buffers and
absorb carbon. Natural assets also support the
region’s unique ecology, and provide social and
cultural benefits to our communities.

Rich reserves of coal and gas exist in the Bowen and
Surat basins. The region also has extensive
groundwater reserves, particularly the Great
Artesian Basin and alluvial aquifers.

Resource Use
The region’s diverse economy is reliant on the region’s
natural assets. It’s major land use by area is agriculture
(Figure 2). The construction, mining and
manufacturing industries are the top three
employment sectors for the region.
In June 2012, the region’s population was estimated to
be 229,000 people, 5 per cent of Queensland’s
population. Almost 5 per cent of the region’s
population are of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
descent: approximately 7 per cent of the state’s
Indigenous population.
About 70 per cent of the region’s populationlive in
regional centres such as Rockhampton, Gladstone,
Emerald and Yeppoon. About 20 per cent of the
population live in outer regional areas and about 9 per
cent in remote or very remote locations.

Figure 2. Land use by area in the Fitzroy
Basin

*Other uses include Forestry, Tourism and
Recreation, Defence, Conservation, Community
and Traditional Ownership.

Pressures
The region’s population is predicted to grow by an
average of 2 per cent each year over the next 15 years.
Agriculture will continue to be the dominant land use
by area in the catchment. Construction, mining and
manufacturing are expected to continue to be major
drivers of the region’s economy. Population growth
and intensification of land use will increase the
pressures on our natural assets.
In the next few decades, the region’s climate is
expected to be warmer with about a 0.5 to 1.5oC
increase in average temperature, with more frequent
and hotter hot days and less frost.

Changes to rainfall are less clear, with little change in
average rainfall predicted in the next few decades.
Extreme events such as intense rainfall and drought
are expected to increase, but are less predictable.
Sea levels are expected to continue to rise by about 10
to 20 cm by 2030.
Later this century, the climate is expected to be hotter
and drier. How much hotter and drier depends on how
quickly global greenhouse gas emissions are stabilised.

Trends
The condition of our natural assets is expected to
continue to decline as the population grows, land use
intensifies and the climate progressively changes.
Vegetation disturbance, soil erosion and impacts on
water quality and quantity will continue to be
important management priorities for the region.
The region currently supports stronghold populations
of some species that used to be more widespread.
These will be under further pressure, and more
species will become locally extinct. Remnant
vegetation is vulnerable to further clearing. Marine
ecosystems, including the Great Barrier Reef, are

expected to decline from the impacts of climate
change, agricultural run-off and coastal development.
The impacts of increasing temperature and changing
climate patterns on ecosystems are very difficult to
predict. Maintaining the extent and connectivity of
natural ecosystems, such as vegetation corridors and
natural water flows, provides the best opportunities
for ecosystems to adapt. Similarly, climate change
poses a risk to industries and communities that rely on
our natural assets. Diverse economies, strong
networks and a good knowledge base will best
support regional adaptation.

Critical Values to Manage and Monitor
The region’s natural assets are connected in many
complex ways. The critical values we need to manage
relate to the quantity and quality of each asset, as well
as the important connections within or across assets.
Scientists have identified the key attributes of the
region’s natural assets (Figure 3).

These will be the focus of management strategies
developed in the revised Central Queensland Strategy
for Sustainability.

Figure 3. Key attributes of the Fitzroy
Basin’s natural assets
Natural asset

Key attributes

Soils

Soil quality
Groundcover
Groundwater levels and
pressure
Groundwater quality
Groundwater-dependent
ecosystems
Aquatic, riparian and
wetland ecosystems
Water quantity (flows) and
water quality
Terrestrial ecosystems

Groundwater

Freshwater Rivers
and Wetlands

Terrestrial
Ecosystems

Terrestrial landscape
patterns (vegetation
corridors)
Coastal and Marine Marine, estuarine and
shoreline ecosystems
Water quantity (flows) and
quality
Shoreline buffers
Climate and Air
Air quality
Atmospheric carbon
Climate elements
Ocean changes
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Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Soils
Soils provide a medium for plant growth. Soils store,
purify and release water. Soils modify the
atmosphere and are home to organisms that break
down organic matter, recycle nutrients and create
habitat. As well as supporting healthy ecosystems,
healthy soils are essential for the region’s
agricultural industries.

Pressures
Soil erosion is a natural process where wind and
rain dislodge soil particles that can move across the
landscape and into waterways. Poor land
management practices, across all sectors, can result
in greatly accelerated erosion processes. The Fitzroy
River carries an estimated 4 million tonnes of
sediment annually from the catchment to Keppel
Bay and the Great Barrier Reef lagoon annually.
Groundcover is organic material such as crops, grass
or leaf litter on the soil surface. Managing
groundcover is a key way to manage soil health and
erosion risk.
Salinity, from land use change through clearing or
inappropriate irrigation practices, is an issue.
Approximately 70 salinity expressions have been
identified in the region. Salinity can reduce
productivity, damage infrastructure and degrade
water quality.
Acid sulfate soils are marine soils that leach acid
when exposed to air. Acid sulfate soils are an issue
when low-lying coastal soils are disturbed by
development, such as through excavation or
dredging.

The region’s diverse landscape includes
ranges, flood plains, estuaries, coastlines
and islands.

Trends

Good rainfall in recent years has promoted high
groundcover levels across most of the catchment.
Soil erosion and its impacts on Keppel Bay and the
Great Barrier Reef lagoon will continue to be an
important issue for central Queensland.
Intensification of land use brings with it greater risks
to soils. Open-cut mining operations often
substantially modify local landforms and soil
properties. Intensive animal industries, urban,
suburban, industrial, and infrastructure
development can all impact and contaminate soils.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Climate change, with increasing temperatures and
changes to the frequency and intensity of extreme
weather events, will impact soil health and
land management systems.

Regional objectives
Soils are a finite and valuable resource facing
increasing pressure from a growing population,
intensification of land use and climate change.
We need to protect and maintain the productive
soils that support high value agricultural industries.
Maintaining and increasing agricultural productivity
relies on the health of these soils.
We must tackle the already degraded soils and
ensure we manage soils that are at risk of
degradation.
Maintaining groundcover is the most effective way
of managing soil erosion risk in the grazing lands
that cover most of the catchment.

Soil erosion is directly linked to declining
water quality and impacts on the Great
Barrier Reef.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Groundwater
Groundwater is found underground in soil, sand and
rock. Groundwater stores, purifies and releases
water. Groundwater provides habitat for organisms.
Groundwater can be an important water source for
springs, aquifers and caves, some rivers and
wetlands and some coastal ecosystems. The
region’s groundwater is used extensively for crop
irrigation, stock and domestic use and provides
town water supplies. Groundwater from the Great
Artesian Basin is mostly used for stock watering.

Pressures
Groundwater levels fluctuate with recharge and
discharge of water over time. When extraction of
groundwater exceeds the natural recharge rate,
water levels or pressures can drop.
Groundwater depletion is an issue in the major
alluvial aquifers throughout the region, particularly
in the Callide groundwater area.
In some areas, tree clearing or excess irrigation has
caused recharge to increase. If water tables rise to
near the land surface this can cause salinity in the
soil and groundwater. Increased salinity can impact
local stock and domestic water supplies, as well as
soils and water quality in local streams.
The soil and rock that groundwater flows through
can cause it to be naturally poor. Contamination can
also occur when material enters the groundwater
from land or water management practices.

Groundwater is often used for stock
watering points as well as crop irrigation
and domestic purposes.

Coal seam gas extraction produces large volumes
of saline groundwater. The water extracted must be
disposed of carefully to avoid salinisation of land
and water resources. Large open-cut mines may
affect local groundwater supplies through
‘drawdown’ of groundwater levels.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Trends
Good rainfall in recent years has recharged most of
the region’s aquifers fully. However, groundwater
depletion is expected to continue and levels are
likely to fall as extraction exceeds supply in most
alluvial aquifers.
Coal seam gas extraction is rapidly expanding in
parts of the region, with associated risks to groundwater and surface waters.
Climate cycles are a key determinant of
groundwater levels. Extended droughts will reduce
salinity risks while water levels in aquifers will
decrease. High rainfall years will recharge aquifers
and increase the salinity risk.

Regional objectives
Groundwater is a critical part of the water cycle and
supports high value ecosystems as well as supplying
drinking, stock and irrigation water. Risks from
over-extraction, salinity and contamination will
continue to put pressure on this resource.
We need to manage groundwater to maintain water
levels and pressures.
We need to manage groundwater quality by
reducing the risks of contamination.
We need to protect and manage ecosystems that
rely on groundwater.

The region’s many industries need
consistent water supplies and are reliant on
groundwater recharge.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Freshwater Rivers

& Wetlands

Freshwater rivers and wetlands store, transport
and release water, purify water, provide habitat for
plants and animals and are refugia during drought.
Freshwater systems provide water for a wide range
of industries, as well as scenic, recreational, social
and cultural values to communities.
Many of central Queensland’s rivers are ephemeral
(only flow part of the time). At other times,
cyclones can bring massive floods to the region.
Central Queensland has significant wetlands that
support large numbers of migratory birds. The
region is also home to some unusual species, such
as the Fitzroy River turtle (Rheodytes leukops), that
are found nowhere else.

Pressures
The Fitzroy Basin has three major dams and many
weirs on its rivers that provide water for many
different uses. Water storage and distribution
changes the flow patterns and the habitat available
to native species.
Land use next to rivers and wetlands can impact
habitat and water quality. Grazing can damage
riparian zones. Low groundcover and over-grazing
can accelerate soil erosion and result in large
quantities of sediment in rivers. Similarly, run-off
from cropping lands can transport sediment,
nutrients and pesticides into rivers. Downstream,
water quality impacts the coral and seagrasses of
Keppel Bay and the Great Barrier Reef lagoon.
Flooded mines need to dispose of saline water by
pumping out during periods of high river flow. Some
mines re-route streams to accommodate mining
activities. Coal seam gas extraction produces large
quantities of saline water that must be disposed of
carefully. Historic gold mining operations at Mount
Morgan cause acid mine drainage that impacts the
Dee River.

The region supports endemic aquatic
species such as the Fitzroy River turtle.

Weeds and pests such as exotic fish are also an
issue. Extreme weather events such as floods and
drought can stress river and wetland systems.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Trends
Good rainfall in recent years has ‘flushed’
freshwater river and wetland systems. However,
floods have also caused erosion and infrastructure
damage. The region’s Report Card of River Health
(2011- 2012) found the Fitzroy Basin to be in a fair
to good condition overall.
Despite improved agricultural land and water
management practices, the impacts on water quality
and river health will continue to be an issue for the
region. The impacts of mining and gas operations,
coastal development and infrastructure expansion
are placing additional pressures on the region’s
waterways.
Increasing temperatures, changes to the seasonality
of rainfall and extreme weather events will impact
aquatic ecosystems and potentially create greater
competition for water resources.

Regional objectives
Water resources are fundamental to the health of
the region’s environment and support many
industries.
We need to maintain or improve the condition of
aquatic ecosystems.
We need to maintain or improve the condition of
riparian ecosystems.
We need to maintain or improve the extent and
condition of wetlands.
We need to manage flow regimes to support human
use and natural values.
We need to manage water quality.

The installation of dams and weirs has
modified freshwater flows.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Fitzroy Basin

C

Report2010-11
Card
grades
inside

A snapshot in time for
future comparison.
This is the first time waterway monitoring data
has been drawn together for the entire Fitzroy

C

Basin. The grades shown on this report card
summary reflect waterway health in 2010-11.
Being a new collective, it has taken time to
develop a way of processing and evaluating
more than 340,000 sample results taken from
hundreds of sites. An independent science
panel was formed to develop the best
methods to grade waterway health and to
ensure the results were scientifically credible.

Connors

C

C

Upper Isaac

There are dozens of sources of
waterway monitoring data across the
Fitzroy Basin. The Fitzroy Partnership
draws together this information,
assesses and presents it in an easy to
understand way to give you a clearer
picture of waterway health.

C

Mackenz

B

Nogoa

This comprehensive look at local river
health will add to local decision-making
tools that help our community achieve
healthier waterways.

“This report card draws upon best available scientific
information to provide a comprehensive and understandable
picture of river health for the Fitzroy Basin”
Professor Barry Hart, AM
Science panel chair

Lower
Isaac

Theresa

The partnership is now able to offer reliable
waterway health information. The data
from this report card will provide valuable
comparison for future years.

A scientific approach
to waterway health…
made simple!

B

D

C

Comet

Uppe

The results:
Overall, the Fitzroy Basin was in a fair
condition with a mix of both good and
poor levels of waterway health.

Estuary

C

This was one of the wettest years on
record for our basin, far exceeding a 30
year average. Rainfall moves a significant
amount of sediment and nutrients from
our catchments into our waterways,
affecting water quality.

Marine

zie

C

Lower
Dawson

B

er Dawson

results on
back page

C

Fitzroy

C

Grades are provided for each of the 11
catchments across the basin and the
estuary. Marine results are on back page.
Learn more about the grades, or see
the rating for a particular water quality,
biological or ecological indicator by visiting
www.riverhealth.org.au.

What do we mean by waterway health?

Callide

We’ve assessed water quality, biological
and ecological health information for all
rivers in the Fitzroy Basin, the estuary,
as well as near-shore coastal and
marine waters.

A

Excellent. All water quality and biological
health indicators meet desired levels.

B

Good. Most water quality and biological health
indicators meet desired levels.

C

Fair. There is a mix of good and poor levels of
water quality and biological health indicators.

D

Poor. Some or few water quality and biological
health indicators meet desired levels.

E

Fail. Very few or no water quality and biological
health indicators meet desired levels.

Find out more:
www.riverhealth.org.au

How are grades determined?
A brief overview.
This report card has been prepared
using the following steps:
1. Waterway monitoring data is
assessed against levels of health
for indicators endorsed by our
independent science panel.
2. Indicators are grouped into four
categories: physical and chemical;
nutrients; toxicants; and ecology.

Marine results
The marine zone was in poor
condition during 2010-11. This is most
likely attributed to the largest flood
discharge from the Fitzroy in recorded
history, delivering increased sediment
and nutrient loads to the marine
environment. Data from the GBRMPA
marine monitoring program was
assessed against ReefPlan Reporting
indicators and thresholds to determine
the result.

3. The results from each category are
combined to provide an overall
rating for each reporting area.

Visit the website for more information:

www.riverhealth.org.au

Major partners

Partners

Associate partners
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C
FitzroyBasin

ReportCard
grades
inside

Ongoing commitment delivers second report

The results:

This second waterway health report demonstrates the long

Overall a C grade was retained for

C

term commitment of our partners. Once again it provides a
more complete picture of river health for the Fitzroy Basin

Connors

by assessing and awarding grades for the condition of
waterways in 2011-12. The grades are drawn from more
than 945,000 sample results collected at 230 sites across

scientific information. The release of this second report
moves us one step closer to reporting on river health
trends.

C

Upper Isaac

B

influenced the scores in this report
card included less intense rainfall
and flow than the previous year

Theresa

Marine

Nogoa

on the quality of raw river and dam
water used by Councils to produce

resulting in less catchment runoff,
as well as higher groundwater levels
which led to prolonged river flow in
the second half of 2011.

Fitzroy

C

Lower
Dawson

B

results on
back page

B

B

The Fitzroy Partnership will soon release the

These reports will provide information

an improvement in turbidity, metal

Lower
Isaac

Partnership to inform community
on drinking water

Rockhampton and Central Highlands.

or improved. Generally there was

salt and sulfate scores. Factors that

Mackenzie

of our member regional councils -

C

reporting areas remained stable

and nutrient results and a decline in

C

first Drinking Water Reports for residents

the Fitzroy Basin in 2011-12 as most

C

the Basin. The independent Science Panel have reviewed
and endorsed these results using the best available

Estuary

Callide

What do we mean by
waterway health?
We’ve assessed water quality,
biological and ecological health
information for all rivers in the Fitzroy

C

Basin, the estuary, as well as near-

Comet

shore coastal and marine waters.

drinking water and allow people
to better understand how Council
treatment systems deliver safer
drinking water.

A

Excellent. All water quality and biological health indicators meet desired levels.

B

Good. Most water quality and biological health indicators meet desired levels.

C

Fair. There is a mix of good and poor levels of water quality and biological health indicators.

D

Poor. Some or few water quality and biological health indicators meet desired levels.

E

Fail. Very few or no water quality and biological health indicators meet desired levels.

B

Find out more:
www.riverhealth.org.au

Upper Dawson

“The uniqueness of the partnership has been the willingness of stakeholders to
work together. There’s been an acknowledgement of the different perspectives,
but always the overwhelming desire to drive the partnership forward for a good
report card as a baseline and the continuity of the partnership into the future.“
Dr Carl Grant - Co Chair and Anglo American
Group Head of Mine Closure Planning

In 2011-12 the Marine zone was again

How are grades determined?
A brief overview.

found to be in poor condition. This is likely

This report card has been prepared

attributed to continuing impacts from the

using the following steps:

Marine results

2011 floods resulting in larger sediment and
nutrient loads reaching the marine area, as
well as physical disturbance from storms
during that period.

1. Monitoring data is assessed
against waterway health indicators
endorsed by our independent
science panel.
2. Indicators are grouped into four
categories: physical and chemical;
nutrients; toxicants; and ecology.
3. The results from each category are
combined to provide an overall
rating for each reporting area.

Visit the website
for more information:

www.riverhealth.org.au

Major partners

Partners

Associate partners
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Coastal &

Marine

Coastal and marine ecosystems include the
coastline, estuaries, coral reefs and seagrasses.
These ecosystems regulate water flow and quality,
transport and deposit sediment and other materials,
and cycle energy and nutrients. Commercial and
recreational fishing industries, tourism, ports and
shipping all rely on coastal and marine resources.
The region’s coastal and marine ecosystems include
significant coastal wetlands, the Great Barrier Reef
World Heritage Area and incredibly diverse plants
and animals.

Pressures
In recent years an unusual number of large floods
have affected the Fitzroy River. Floods transport
large amounts of sediment and nutrients to the
coastal environment. Smaller floods are important
in the life cycle of fish such as barramundi, but large
floods can be very destructive.
Sediment reduces light for coral reefs and
seagrasses, while high nutrient levels stimulate algal
growth. Pollutants such as pesticides are also
carried into the water column.

The region’s coastal and marine assets are
highly connected to the Fitzroy catchment
through freshwater flows.
Many saltmarshes have been converted to pastures,
with impacts on fish migration and breeding. Ports,
coastal development and infrastructure all
contribute to the removal of coastal habitat.
Excavation and dredging can disturb acid sulfate
soils, which must be carefully managed to avoid
acid leachate. Shipping poses a risk of accidents and
spills, can introduce pests, and contributes to
pollution and disturbance.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Trends
Recent assessments have found the overall health
of the coastal and marine environment in central
Queensland to be poor. This reflects the water
quality impacts of recent flood events, and the
associated impacts on coral and seagrasses.
Water quality impacts from upstream land use will
continue to be a challenge. Pressures from ports,
shipping and coastal development are increasing.
Central Queensland’s climate is getting hotter and
the variability in extreme weather events may
increase. Rising sea levels are causing coastal
erosion, which can affect infrastructure. Ocean
waters are becoming warmer and more acidic,
impacting corals and other organisms.

Regional objectives
Coastal and marine ecosystems support high value
industries and significant biodiversity values.
We need to protect estuaries, shorelines and marine
ecosystems.
We need to manage water flows and water quality
that link catchments and the coast.
We need to manage the coastal shoreline to buffer
the impacts of sea level rise and extreme weather
events.

The growth of calcerous marine biota, such
as corals, may be stunted by the increasing
acidification of the ocean.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Terrestrial

Ecosystems

Terrestrial ecosystems include all the plants and
animals that inhabit our landscapes. Terrestrial
ecosystems provide food, fibre, fuel and shelter.
Terrestrial ecosystems store, transform and release
carbon, water and other nutrients, protect soil
resources and reduce the impact of extreme
weather events. They provide habitat, produce
oxygen and regulate climate.
Grazing, forestry, horticulture and cropping systems
rely on pastures, trees, pollination and other
elements of terrestrial ecosystems. The region’s
dominate vegetation is brigalow, a type of wattle
(Acacia harpophylla). Despite extensive land
clearing, the region retains many interesting,
unusual and threatened species.

Vegetation thickening is a complex response to
grazing pressure and changed fire regimes.
Generally the health of terrestrial ecosystems is in
decline. This is shown in the many species now
occurring over smaller ranges, the decline and loss
of some species and ecosystems, and loss of
ecosystem function. Conservation areas provide
critical refuges for many species.

Pressures
Most central Queensland ecosystems are highly
fragmented from historical clearing and land
development. Clearing continues to occur, although
at a much lower rate than previously.
As a result, 110 of the region’s ecosystems are
‘endangered’ and 158 are ‘of concern’ under
Queensland legislation. At least 16 exotic animal
species and 186 exotic plant species are found in the
region.
New habitats are forming as a result of naturalised
weeds, large infrastructure disturbance and
rehabilitation, and vegetation thickening.

The region has many iconic animal species,
such as the Kroombit tinkerfrog.

CQSS2030
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND

Sustainability Strategy 2030

Trends

Regional objectives

Land clearing remains the greatest threat to regional
biodiversity. Biodiversity values are expected to
continue to decline in response to historical and
ongoing vegetation clearing and habitat
fragmentation.

Terrestrial ecosystems support the region’s plants
and animals. Land clearing and habitat
fragmentation impact the region’s biodiversity.

Increasing temperatures and changes to seasonality
and extreme weather events will impact
biodiversity. Impacts are likely to include changes
to the ranges of species and ecosystems. A heavily
fragmented landscape is less resilient to climate
change pressures.

We need to maintain and improve the extent and
condition of terrestrial ecosystems.
We need to manage habitat connectivity to sustain
the region’s biodiversity.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700

Terrestrial ecosystems remain culturally
significant to the region’s Indigenous
groups.

Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au
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Climate &

Air

Air is essential for life. It stores, transports and
provides oxygen and other gases, as well as dust and
chemicals.
Climate is the atmospheric processes that provide a
range and pattern of temperature and rainfall that
enable people and ecosystems to exist.
Central Queensland has a highly variable tropical to
sub-tropical climate.

Pressures
Air quality across the region is generally good,
but can be affected by natural events such as dust
storms or fires, as well as dust and emissions from
industrial activities and mining. A range of air quality
parameters are monitored and reported in
Gladstone.
Emissions and land use changes have released
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide,
methane and nitrous oxide. These create an
enhanced ‘greenhouse effect’ where the Earth’s
atmosphere traps energy from the sun causing the
temperature to rise. Increased temperatures have
complex effects on climate patterns, rainfall,
extreme weather events, sea levels and sea water
composition. Increases in temperature of 0.5OC
since 1911 and sea level rises of 3mm per year over
the past 20 years have been clearly measured.

Extreme weather events such as flooding
can have catastrophic events on the
region’s industries and communities.

CQSS2030
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Sustainability Strategy 2030

Trends
Climate change is occurring, but predicting the
future is difficult because of the complexity of
climate processes and uncertainty about future
greenhouse gas emissions. There is high confidence
that the climate of eastern Australia is warming,
with higher temperatures, more frequent and hotter
hot days, less frost, increased solar radiation in
winter and reduced humidity throughout the year.
Higher average sea levels and more frequent sea
level extremes are predicted.

Regional objectives
Our climate is affected by global systems and
greenhouse gas emissions.
We need to minimise the risks from climate change.

The region experiences variable weather.
Hot and dry conditions that are followed by
floods are common.

We need to manage air quality in priority areas.
We need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
We need to better understand and respond to
changes to the climate, including temperature,
rainfall and extreme weather events.
We need to better understand and respond to
ocean changes, including sea level, temperature and
ocean acidity.

Contact us
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc.
80 East Street, Rockhampton
PO Box 139
Rockhampton Qld 4700
Telephone: (07) 4999 2800
Email: admin@fba.org.au
Website: www.fba.org.au

Appendix P

Appendix P: Additional Resources
Asset maps
Mapping the key values and identifying areas that are at risk is an important tool for
managing assets effectively. The mapping tools below allow stakeholders to access
specific data that can be used as a basis for sound decision making.

Soils
Groundwater
Freshwater rivers & wetlands
Coastal & marine ecosystems
Terrestrial ecosystems
Climate & air

Videos
From the beach to the bush: A young person’s perspective on caring for the
environment
Brooke, 13, lives on a cattle property in Central Queensland, while Amy, 14, lives at
the beach. Completely opposite lifestyles and upbringings yet the girls discovered
they are very similar after spending a day in each other’s shoes. Brooke visited Amy
at the beach and learnt to paddle board and later that day Amy visited Brooke's
family property to spend time with the cattle, grooming the horse and collecting the
chook eggs. Both girls care about the environment and our future and share their
thoughts. There's something about witnessing the passion of the next generation and
their drive to protect the environment that inspires each of us to do more, and think
more about what can be done to protect it for future generations...

We love our jobs and here’s why… Working with our communities to make a
difference
Staff from FBA and our delivery partners share why they love their job, why the work
they do is important and how their organisation is making a difference in Central
Queensland. We’re very proud of the important work we do!

Volunteers – why we do what we do and love it! Community groups in the
Fitzroy Basin Working towards our future
Volunteers give countless hours of their time to help protect the environment and
improve its condition for future generations. Their passion and pride in their
community group or club is inspiring. In this video they share their hopes for the
future, specifically in 15 years from now.

